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Abstract 
     In my thesis I am presenting a particular serious design game, the Tivoli Utopia Discussion Game  
(henceforth the Tivoli Utopia), which creates a participatory experience about futures envisioning. In my  
thesis research I am studying and analysing the playing experience and capabilities of the Tivoli Utopia  from 
the empirical point of view. My design research work touches the transition design, which focuses on the  
societal transition towards the sustainable futures (Irwin et al. 2015, 8).  Nonetheless, the work addresses 
more tightly two other research areas that are also linked to the transistion design: futures studies and game 
studies. What makes this research relevant, even though the futures-oriented games are researched widely in 
general, is that as the transition design is still an emergent discipline, a complimentary research is required to 
scale and deepen the research areas of it. 
     My initial research question focuses on the Tivoli Utopia’s capabilities as a tool for envisioning alternative 
sustainable futures with the aimed core audience, 10-20 years old young. In order to cover the research  
question it is investigated through three lenses i.e. objectives: 1) To explore how the Tivoli Utopia performs as 
a gamified experience, 2) To find out how potential future envisioning tool the Tivoli Utopia is, and 3) To 
validate how the Tivoli Utopia is able to convey the sustainability message. The data collection of my study 
focuses in utilising three data collection methods: observations, questionnaires and focus group discussions. 
After gathering the data the objectives are investigated by using the affinity diagram as a tool for conducting 
the data analysis. In practise, three affinity diagrams are composed, each investigating its own research  
objective.  
     This thesis makes a twofold contribution. Firstly, it presents a design, the Tivoli Utopia, as a tool for  
envisioning alternative sustainable futures. Secondly, the work contributes to the academic discussion on the 
futures-oriented, serious games by presenting empirical material and providing an exemplar of the  
combination of game design and futures studies. I am also aiming to bring new information for the design 
practitioners and the scholars driven by the interest towards games, futures and sustainability. This  
information is accompanied by a set of design drivers for a sustainability and futures related serious games 
and practical game design guidelines for futures envisioning game design.  
     This study identifies seven design drivers. The design drivers in relation to (serious) gaming: 1) Emphasise 
the quality of the experience and make it fun, 2) Concentrate on making the game dynamics and elements 
fluent and 3) Support the facilitator(s) role to create a motivated and inspirational experience. The drivers in 
relation to visioning: 4) Make it low-threshold and enlightening for the players to vision futures and  
5) Underline the fact that the future does not just happen but is instead something we all can affect on. The 
drivers in relation to sustainability: 6) Acknowledge the different mindsets towards sustainability and 7)  
Emphasise all the levels of sustainability. I am also presenting practical game design guidelines to inspire and 
explain how futures envisioning could be implemented in game design process.  
     The main finding is that the Tivoli Utopia succeeds in being a potential tool for educating and learning 
about alternative sustainable futures. It supports students own imagination in a desired way; nudging the 
thinking from the present time towards the futures and utopias that are not dependent on today’s laws and 
restrictions. The whole game experience strengthens the feeling that the future doesn’t just happen but  
everyone is capable to influence our common future. 
Keywords  sustainable design, gamification, futures research, mixed method 
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Tiivistelmä 
     Opinnäytetyössä esitellään hyöty- ja muotoilupeli Tivoli Utopia keskustelupeli (Tivoli Utopia), joka luo 
osallistavan kokemuksen tulevaisuuksien visioinnista. Tutkimus keskittyy pelikokemuksen havainnointiin ja 
analysointiin kokemusperäisestä näkökulmasta. Opinnäytetyö koskettaa siirtymämuotoilua (transition  
design), joka keskittyy yhteiskunnalliseen muutokseen kohti kestäviä tulevaisuuksia (Irwin et al. 2015, 8).    
Kuitenkin, tämä työ keskittyy kahteen tutkimusalaan, jotka ovat niin ikään linkittyneitä siirtymämuotoiluun: 
tulevaisuudentukimukseen ja pelitutkimukseen. Tämän tutkimuksen kannalta merkityksellistä on – siitä huo-
limatta, että tulevaisuusorientoituneita pelejä on tutkittu laajasti – se, että siirtymämuotoilun ollessa nouseva 
tieteenala täydentävää tutkimusta tarvitaan sen skaalaamiseksi ja vakiinnuttamiseksi.  
     Tutkimuskysymys keskittyy Tivoli Utopian mahdollisuuksiin ja valmiuksiin toimia kestävien tulevaisuuk-
sien visioinnin työkaluna, kohdeyleisönä olevien 10-20 -vuotiaiden nuorten kanssa. Opinnäytetyössä tutki-
muskysymystä tarkastellaan kolmen linssin, eli objektiivin kautta: 1) Tutkitaan, miten Tivoli Utopia toimii 
pelillisenä kokemuksena, 2) Selvitetään, miten potentiaalinen Tivoli Utopia on tulevaisuuksien visiointityö-
kaluna ja 3) Validoidaan Tivoli Utopian kykyä välittää kestävyysajattelua. Opinnäytetyön data-aineisto on ke-
rätty hyödyntämällä kolmea metodia: observointia, kyselytutkimusta ja fokusryhmä keskustelua. Data-aineis-
ton kerryttämisen jälkeen objektiiveja tutkitaan ryhmittelykaaviotekniikan avulla. Käytännössä, kolme ryh-
mittelykaaviota luodaan siten, että jokainen keskittyy omaan objektiiviinsa. 
     Opinnäytetyöllä on sekä teoreettisia että käytännöllisiä kontribuutioita. Ensiksi se esittelee Tivoli Utopian 
kestävien tulevaisuuksien visiointityökaluna. Toiseksi se osallistuu akateemiseen keskusteluun tulevai-
suusorientoituneista hyötypeleistä esittelemällä empiiristä tutkimusmateriaalia ja tarjoamalla esimerkin pe-
limuotoilun ja tulevaisuudentutkimuksen yhdistämisestä. Opinnäytetyön tavoitteena on myös tuottaa uutta 
tietoa suunnittelijoille ja tutkijoille, jotka ovat kiinnostuneita pelillisyydestä, tulevaisuuksista ja kestävyysajat-
telusta. Tämä tieto on muotoiltu kestävyys- ja tulevaisuusajatteluun tähtäävien hyötypelien suunnitteluaju-
reiksi sekä käytännöllisiksi tulevaisuuksien visioinnin pelisuunnitteluohjeiksi. 
     Aineistosta tunnistetaan yhteensä seitsemän suunnitteluajuria. Suunnitteluajurit liittyen pelillisyyteen:  
1) Korosta pelikokemuksen laadukkuutta ja positiivista luonnetta, 2) Keskity pelidynamiikan ja elementtien 
sujuvuuteen, 3) Tue fasilitaattorin roolia luoda motivoiva ja inspiroiva kokemus. Suunnitteluajurit liittyen 
visiointiin: 4) Tee tulevaisuuden visioinnista matalan kynnyksen oivalluttava kokemus ja 5) Tuo vahvasti esiin 
se, että tulevaisuus ei vain tapahdu vaan on sen sijaan jotain, johon kaikki voivat vaikuttaa. Suunnitteluajurit 
liittyen kestävyysajatteluun: 6) Tiedosta pelaajien erilaiset ennakkoasenteet ja ajattelutavat kestävyysajatte-
lun suhteen ja 7) Painota kaikkia eri kestävyyden tasoja. Näiden suunnitteluajureiden lisäksi esitellään käy-
tännön ohjeet, jotka kuvaavat sitä, miten tulevaisuuksien visiointi voidaan implementoida hyöty- tai  
muotoilupelien suunnitteluun. 
     Opinnäytetyön keskeinen löydös on se, että Tivoli Utopia on potentiaalinen opetuksen ja oppimisen väline 
vaihtoehtoisten kestävien tulevaisuuksien visioinnissa. Se tukee oppilaan omaa mielikuvitusta halutulla ta-
valla; Tuupaten ajattelua nykyhetkestä kohti tulevaisuuksia ja utopioita, jotka eivät ole riippuvaisia tämän 
päivän laeista ja rajoitteista. Pelikokemus kokonaisuudessaan vahvistaa tunnetta siitä, että yhteinen tulevai-
suutemme ei vain tapahdu, vaan voimme kaikki vaikuttaa siihen.    
Avainsanat  kestävä suunnittelu, pelillistäminen, tulevaisuudentutkimus, mixed method 
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ABSTRACT
In my thesis I am presenting a particular serious design game, the Tivoli Utopia Discussion 

Game (henceforth the Tivoli Utopia), which creates a participatory experience about futures 

envisioning. In my thesis research I am studying and analysing the playing experience and 

capabilities of the Tivoli Utopia  from the empirical point of view. My design research work 

touches the transition design, which focuses on the societal transition towards the sustainable 

futures (Irwin et al. 2015, 8).  Nonetheless, the work addresses more tightly two other research 

areas that are also linked to the transistion design: futures studies and game studies. What 

makes this research relevant, even though the futures-oriented games are researched widely 

in general, is that as the transition design is still an emergent discipline, a complimentary 

research is required to scale and deepen the research areas of it.

My initial research question focuses on the Tivoli Utopia’s capabilities as a tool for 

envisioning alternative sustainable futures with the aimed core audience, 10-20 years old 

young. In order to cover the research question it is investigated through three lenses i.e. 

objectives: 1) To explore how the Tivoli Utopia performs as a gamified experience, 2) To find 

out how potential future envisioning tool the Tivoli Utopia is, and 3) To validate how the 

Tivoli Utopia is able to convey the sustainability message. The data collection of my study 
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focuses in utilising three data collection methods: observations, questionnaires and focus 

group discussions. After gathering the data the objectives are investigated by using the 

affinity diagram as a tool for conducting the data analysis. In practise, three affinity diagrams 

are composed, each investigating its own research objective.  

This thesis makes a twofold contribution. Firstly, it presents a design, the Tivoli Utopia, as 

a tool for envisioning alternative sustainable futures. Secondly, the work contributes to the 

academic discussion on the futures-oriented, serious games by presenting empirical material 

and providing an exemplar of the combination of game design and futures studies. I am also 

aiming to bring new information for the design practitioners and the scholars driven by the 

interest towards games, futures and sustainability. This information is accompanied by a 

set of design drivers for a sustainability and futures related serious games and practical game 

design guidelines for futures envisioning game design.  

 

This study identifies seven design drivers. The design drivers in relation to (serious) gaming: 

1) Emphasise the quality of the experience and make it fun, 2) Concentrate on making 

the game dynamics and elements fluent and 3) Support the facilitator(s) role to create a 

motivated and inspirational experience. The drivers in relation to visioning: 4) Make it low-

threshold and enlightening for the players to vision futures and 5) Underline the fact that 

the future does not just happen but is instead something we all can affect on. The drivers 

in relation to sustainability: 6) Acknowledge the different mindsets towards sustainability 

and 7) Emphasise all the levels of sustainability. I am also presenting practical game design 

guidelines to inspire and explain how futures envisioning could be implemented in game 

design process.  

The main finding is that the Tivoli Utopia succeeds in being a potential tool for educating 

and learning about alternative sustainable futures. It supports students own imagination in a 

desired way; nudging the thinking from the present time towards the futures and utopias that 

are not dependent on today’s laws and restrictions. The whole game experience strengthens 

the feeling that the future doesn’t just happen but everyone is capable to influence our 

common future.  

Keywords:  sustainable design, game studies, futures studies, mixed method
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1.  
Introduction

Image 1 & 2. Playing  
the Tivoli Utopia 
(Varjus, 2019) 
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Welcome to Tivoli Utopia! 

The Tivoli Utopia Discussion Game takes its players to a 
future, where the humankind has faced several surprising 
and disruptive wicked problems from the climate change 
to the biodiversity loss and the end of the fossil-based 
world. In the Tivoli Utopia Discussion Game the society has 
jumped out from the growth-oriented capitalistic, economic 
system – in which people are just trying to succeed and 
maintain the living standards – to a more holistic values and 
humanity emphasising livelihood model. 

Everything will change and the futures won’t be like we 
imagined them to be. But yet, it is still possible to keep on 
flourishing.	Enter	the	Tivoli	Utopia	and	start	envisioning	
alternative futures that are built on your own economical, 
societal, political and environmental values. But remember, 
whatever you do, don’t forget to enjoy and have fun! Because 
what’s the point in life without laughter and enjoyment?

The Tivoli Utopia Discussion Game (henceforth the Tivoli Utopia) has been created as an iterative 
and collaborative process that has been participated by many in the test playing sessions. It’s 
designed by a team of three: futures specialist Jenna Puikkonen, storyteller Ulla Pulkka and I, 
visual and sustainability oriented service designer, Anna-Kaisa Varjus.
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1.1 Context: the Tivoli Utopia Discussion  
     Game that enables visioning  
     alternative sustainable futures
 

 

IS THE GAME ALREADY OVER? 
 
The extreme and intense progress – based on the fossil-fuelled capitalism – has been going 

on in the Western world for 150 years. It has been a successful experiment with the rules of its 

own. For me, as a sustainability driven designer, it looks like the simplified core rules of this 

“game” goes as follows: 

1. Making the fossil-fuelled growth oriented capitalism as the mainstream model of the 

welfare society. Measuring the wellbeing with GDP while overlooking the immaterial 

wellbeing and happiness, despite the fact that these are proven to be at least as important.

2. Transforming people, who have previously been members of the agrarian society, to 

producer-consumers who are gently manipulated hoarding money, belongings and 

unnecessary things, i.e. focusing on buying happiness while losing the connection to the 

land and nature. 

3. Putting own individual interest first, at the cost of its effects to the climate, biodiversity 

and natural resources. Ignoring the scientific facts about the future ahead and not to think 

too much what kind of heritage and planet we are leaving to the future generations.

Within the Western society, where this “game” has been going on we have been flourishing. 

For instance, in 2016 the world was wealthier than ever before. Global GDP is growing, the 

poverty is halved, girls´ education is increasing at the same rate as boys´ and solar energy is 

priced attractively (Neuvonen 2017, 5-6). Despite of all these achievements, progress has 

been having major hiccups. For example, the financial crisis in 2008 had a major effect on the 

global economy and currently the side effects of the industralism are accelerating the climate 

change and devastating the resiliency of the whole planetary ecosystem.  
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Looking at the 21st century from a planetary perspective, we are shifting from the steady 

epoch of holocene towards the anthropocene; Earth’s most recent geologic time period where 

us, humans, are the biggest geological force above all the other species (Stoermer & Crutzen, 

2000; Rockström et al. 2009; Scranton 2016). From the economical perspective, it’s a simple 

fact that infinite growth on a finite planet is an oxymoron. This means, that on the profit level 

progress and growth are essential concepts that need shaking and reshaping. For example 

feminist economic geographers Julie Graham and Katherine Gibson, authors of the book ‘Take 

back the economy’ (2013), sees the economy as a model to maintain and enable livelihoods 

filled with wellbeing not just a way to aim constant growth. Mannermaa, one of the pioneers 

of the futures studies, saw this phenomena already in 1980’s when he stated that a wider 

perspective is lacking from the present day economy since it’s failing to recognise that the 

economy is only one aspect in the whole ecological and social fabric as the most of its basic 

concepts: efficiency, productivity, GDP etc., have been narrowly defined and are used without 

their social and ecological context (Mannermaa 1986, 663).

In order to avoid exceeding the planetary boundaries and learn how to live in these 

anthropocenic times ahead, we need, as Sitra’s leading expert in strategic research Timo 

Hämäläinen states “more renewing than growing, since the future solution is to replace the growth 

oriented mindset with sustainable wellbeing and renewing goals” (Hämäläinen 2017, 8). This 

means that on the societal level we need to deal with wicked problems of the 21st century 

(e.g. healthcare, education, social services and inequality) that can be seen as complicated, 

deeply interlinked systemic problems (Hill 2012, 13). Luckily, even if we, the human kind, are 

living on a finite planet whose energy resources we have managed to mess up, there are some 

individuals and communities innovating new ways of thinking, acting and addressing these 

challenges of our times (Gibson-Graham 2013, xvii). 
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ABOUT THE DESIGN RESEARCH PROJECT

In this thesis I am presenting a particular serious game, the Tivoli Utopia. It is a 

multidisciplinary method that creates a participatory experience about the futures visioning 

and aims to raise awareness about the fact that the future isn’t just something that happens 

but something that we all can affect on. It does it by introducing the players to the narrative 

built around the various small utopian aspects abou alternative sustainable futures.  

 

Looking from a perspective of a game the Tivoli Utopia is a tool for moderating discussion 

about alternative sustainable futures. Looking from a wider societal perspective the Tivoli 

Utopia responds to the need for the tools to comprehend the science based facts about 

wicked problems we are facing in the future. The reasoning behind is that a game as a 

method embodies a possibility of making the serious processes, like the futures visioning, 

approachable and tangible. This also links to one of the key aims of the transition design 

(Lockton & Candy 2018, 1) which focuses on the societal transition towards the sustainable 

futures (Irwin et al. 2015, 8). Jim Dator, director of the Hawaii Research Center for Futures 

Studies, sums up his thoughts about the gaming, utopias and alternative futures into the idea 

of transformation from our current information society to the dreams (Dator 2017, 78). This 

dream society could be exemplified by the serious games, where the idea is learning while 

playing and aiming to win fairly (Ibid.). This kind of a transformation is not easy, especially 

due to the fact that the human kind is just beginning to understand the fact that we are 

destroying the conditions that have enabled the whole development of the western society 

(Scranton 2016; Järvensivu 2016). The Tivoli Utopia is a relevant and a meaningful tool linked 

to the Scranton’s notion that we, as a society, need new narratives and stories in order to 

create understanding about our collective existence (Scranton, 2016) and to transform the 

focus from the growth and progress at the expense of the planetary resources and the future 

generations, towards cherishing and living in balance with the natural resources. The first 

step of this change happens by understanding that the future is something that we all can 

affect. The second step is to start acting accordingly and to start visioning and then creating a 

collaborative, resilient and sustainable society. 

 

I’m approaching three different disciplines in my thesis project and research. The first one is 

the transition design, which is an emerging discipline of the design research dealing with 
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Figure 1. Transition design 
positioned research 
addressing futures and 
game studies (Varjus, 2019)

the radical and new socio-economic and political paradigms and aims to the design-led 

transformation towards the sustainable futures (Irwin et al. 2015, 8). The transition design 

is an important field of the research for my thesis work as it is strongly linked to the thesis 

project and its aims. Nonetheless, the design research work of my thesis focuses on two other 

disciplines: futures studies and game studies (which also is an established method in futures 

studies) These two disciplines are relevant to my research which studies a serious game and 

it’s capabilities for envisioning of alternative sustainable futures.

 

In the perspective of the existing literature, the modern futures studies is a widely researched 

field (see e.g. Amara 1974, 1981; Bell 1997; Dator, 2018; Glenn & Gordon 2009; Hyeonju 

2015; Mannermaa, 1986; Voros 2001). It has its origins in the ancient times when also the 

religions, utopias, historicism, science fiction and systems thinking emerged (Hyeonju 2015, 

122). Probably the most known definition of the future research is that it studies possible, 

probable and preferable futures along with the worldviews and the myths underlining them 

(Amara 1974, 1981; Bell 1997, and many others). Instead, even if the different kind of games 

have been a part of the human culture for thousands of years, the gamification for the 

educational purposes is a relatively new practise (Ellington et al 1998, X – Xi) and so is game 

studies. Despite of this novelty, the research around the games and the gamification is well-

established (see e.g. Brandt 2006; Detering et al., 2011; Degirmenci, 2017; Hamari et al., 2018; 

Salen & Zimmerman, 2004; Vaajakallio 2012). 

Transition 
design

Game
studies

Futures 
studies 
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In this thesis I will study and analyse a serious game, the Tivoli Utopia, and its playing 

experience from the empirical point of view. In practice, I’m exploring the Tivoli Utopia’s 

capabilities as a tool for envisioning alternative sustainable futures. 

What makes this research relevant, even if the futures-oriented games are researched 

widely, a complimentary research is required to scale and deepen the research areas around 

future and sustainability related serious games. Hence, in my study I am contributing to the 

reservoir of the existing studies and complement it by presenting one unique exemplar that 

belongs in the genre of the sustainability related, serious and educational futures visioning 

games. I am also aiming to bring new information about the games as a method for the design 

practitioners and the scholars driven by the interest towards the games, the futures and the 

sustainability. Consequently, as this research focuses into this one particular game, it does 

not study the genre of the future related games nor the educational visioning tools in general. 

Instead, this thesis research aims to support in iterating the Tivoli Utopia as one exemplar for 

the future visioning games.

What makes this research topic meaningful for me, as a design practitioner and an agent of 

sustainability, is related to my personal passion to find ways to keep on flourishing also in the 

future. I see the games as one solution and an easy access tool for the transformation towards 

the sustainable lifestyles.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“If we have been able to 
design ourselves into a 
difficulties	we	can	design	
our way out of them 
too” – Victor Papanek 
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1.2 Research topic, question  
     and objectives
 

My empirical material focuses on the third iteration of the Tivoli Utopia, but also the previous 

iterations are worth opening since together they form an iterative design process. The first 

version of the game was designed in 2016 within Aalto University’s Redesign of Society 

minor. In this iteration the aim was to create a game dealing with the economic livelihoods. 

The second version of the game was designed together with Sitra and Heureka in 2017-18. 

This iteration was built around the whole sphere of sustainability and the aim was to create 

discussion between the experts and the young. This third iteration is taking place in 2018-19 

and is supported by the grant from The Committee for Public Information. The aim of this 

last iteration is to finalize the game and publish it as a free educational tool for envisioning 

alternative sustainable futures. 

In my thesis, I am exploring the possibilities that a serious game can bring into the education 

about the sustainable futures. The initial research question goes as follows: How can a 

serious design game help to create understanding and guide the envisioning of alternative 

sustainable futures? This question is investigated by conducting and collecting evidence on a 

practical application and its performance, characteristics and experiential outcomes. 

More specifically I am studying and collecting evidence about a particular application, the 

Tivoli Utopia. This frames my sub research question: How does the Tivoli Utopia discussion 

game work as a tool for envisioning alternative sustainable futures with the aimed core 

audience, 10-20 years old young?  

 

In order to cover the sub research question it is observed through three lenses i.e. the 

objectives:

O1:    To explore how the Tivoli Utopia performs as a gamified experience.

O2:   To inquire how potential a future envisioning tool the Tivoli Utopia is.

O3:   To validate how the Tivoli Utopia conveys the sustainability message.  
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These objectives are to be investigated first through the different data collection and the 

analysing practices and are then combined by using the affinity diagram method. For tackling 

these objectives the theoretical background and perspectives are built around these four key 

topics and themes: first, the levels sustainability, secondly, the transition design, thirdly, the 

futures studies including utopia as a method and fourthly, the games as a tool for envisioning 

futures.

This study is open-ended and explorative one as the basis of the research is a new design and 

a tool the functionality of which is not yet known. I have chosen the action research as the 

research method for its capability to guide the design process in a form of an iterative cycle: 

observe and understand, plan, act, reflect (Kemmis &  McTaggart 1988). The data collection 

in the action research in design is closely related to the design process itself (Muratovski 

2016, 195). The key element in gathering the data are the playing sessions with two student 

groups and three expert groups that are presented in detail in section 5.3. Multi-method data 

collection and the sample selection. 

 

This thesis makes a twofold contribution. Firstly, it presents a design - the Tivoli Utopia - as 

a tool for envisioning alternative sustainable futures. Secondly, the work contributes to the 

academic discussion on the futures-oriented, serious games by presenting empirical material 

and providing an exemplar of the combination of game design and the futures studies. This 

is accompanied by the design drivers for a sustainability related serious game design and 

the practical game design guidelines for the design scholars and practitioners driven by the 

interest towards the games, the futures and the sustainability. 

1. PLAN

2. ACT

3. OBSERVE

4. REFLECT

1. PLAN

2. ACT

3. OBSERVE

4. REFLECT

1. PLAN

2. ACT

3. OBSERVE

4. REFLECTGame
theory

1st iteration:
Carnival of 
livelihood

2nd iteration:
Tivoli

Utopia

3rd iteration:
Tivoli

Utopia

Figure 2. Iterations in a general level (Varjus, 2019, adapted from Kemmis & McTaggart 1988)
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1.3 An overview of the research process  
 

 

As a starting point of the study, a search was executed to confirm the need for a literature 

review about the game research in general and the sustainability related serious games 

in specific. However, it turned out that such trajectories exist. (For publication trends in 

gamification see: Hamari, Koivisto, Sorsa 2014; Kasurinen & Knutas 2018; Hamari, Koivisto 

2019. For sustainable development related serious games see Stanitsas, Kirytopoulos, 

Vareilles 2019; Ouariachi, Olvera-Lobo,  Gutiérrez-Pérez 2019.) These comprehensive 

trajectories are opened and described instead of creating a novel literature review. 

The research process (see Figure 3. The research process, page 26) consists of different 

activities with different target groups. For the student groups, a survey was sent to the 

teachers before and after the playing sessions, and an observation of the students´ playing 

session was executed. The two student groups were chosen variety in mind; one was a junior 

high school science class with 14 year old participants and the other one was a dancing school 

with 10-20 year old participants. Both of the groups consisted of Finnish speaking students. 

These sessions were accompanied by three expert groups that were chosen for the different 

expertise areas: service design, facilitation of educational contents and sustainability. For 

the expert groups an observation of the playing sessions was executed as well as a focus 

group discussion after the play sessions.Altogether, three data collection methods that are 

also supporting each other in figuring out the research objectives, were used. A varied set of 

methods also reduces the risks of biased conclusions in a settings where the sample sizes were 

relatively small. 

 

After these research practices I analysed the data by using an affinity diagram tool. In it all 

the research-backed insights, observations and requirements were written on individual 

sticky notes, so that the design implications of each could be fully considered separately and 

clustered based on the affinity (Hanington & Martin 2012, 92). The findings were composed 

and accompanied by a discussion and results in a form of the design drivers and practical 

guidelines for the design practitioners and scholars focused in the futures oriented games. 
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Focus group 
discussion

AFFINITY DIAGRAM 2: 
Visioning 

AFFINITY DIAGRAM 3: 
Sustainability

Observing the 
playing sessions

Student sessions:
Kulosaari highschool &
Vantaa dance school

Questionnaires

Observing the 
playing sessions

Expert session:
BIOS

Focus group 
discussion

Observing the 
playing sessions

Expert session:
Youth Academy

Focus group 
discussion

Observing the 
playing sessions

Expert session:
Service Design Network

OBJECTIVE 2:
Visioning

tool
 

OBJECTIVE 3:
Sustainability

message

Figure 3. The research  
process (Varjus, 2019)

The data analysis process 

describes the different 

data combinations, each 

investigating each own 

research objective via 

three different affinity 

diagrams. 
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1.4 The structure of the thesis  
 

 

The thesis begins by introducing first the relevant literature to my design outcome by 

presenting a selection of the sustainability related topics of the social, economical, political 

and environmental levels of sustainability. Secondly, I am contextualizing my study and 

explore the research literature and practitioner’s accounts relevant to my research topic. 

Thirdly, I am introducing the Tivoli Utopia, its contexts, the game mechanics and objects. 

After describing the game the research design is presented in a chapter that focuses in the 

selected action research method alongside with the data collection methods and a description 

about the research execution. From here I continue to the research analysis and findings by 

using the affinity diagram method. Next, the discussion and the results are presented in a 

form of final observations, design drivers and practical guidelines for the design practitioners 

and scholars focused in the futures oriented games. Finally, in the last chapter, the 

conclusions of my thesis research are presented.  
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 2.  
Theoretical  

background of the 
Tivoli Utopia
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In this chapter I look into the theoretical side of the Tivoli 
Utopia by describing the sustainability related contents and 
messages. This theory is the basis, that the Tivoli Utopia is 
build on.

Sustainability can be described as a systemic property 
emerging from the interactions between the environment, 
the society and the economy. The UN World Commission 
on Environment and Development has published the 
Brundtland Report which includes probably the most widely 
used	definition	of	sustainability:	“the	development	that	
meets the needs of the present without compromising 
the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” 
(UNWCED 198 7, 45). 
 
In	the	next	sections	the	different	levels	of	sustainability	
and their evolution paths are described. It is also worth 
mentioning that the sources for this chapter are selected 
due to the fact that the researchers and scholars both 
acknowledge and see the importance of the sustainability 
viewpoints even if their main research work has the focus 
on e.g. economy, politics or the societal research topics. 
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Figure 4. The 17 Sustainable Development Goals positioned in relation to the 
biosphere foundation and the safe operating space for humans on Earth 
(Biggs, Norström, Reyers, and Rockström, 2016, 41) 

The UN has also published the sustainable development goals, a blueprint to achieve 

a more sustainable future. These goals are related to the global and wicked problems: 

poverty, inequality, climate, environmental degradation, prosperity, and peace and justice 

(sustainabledevelopment.un.org, 2019). These sustainable development goals have been 

mapped according to the intertwined layers; economy and society as embedded within the 

biosphere by Biggs, Norström, Reyers, and Rockström (2016).
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2.1 The social level and wicked  
     problems  
 

 

Throughout the human history that dates back approx. 200 000 years,  different civilisations 

have risen, emerged, mixed into others and sometimes collapsed. Now, in the 21st century, we 

are moving towards a global world where people have spread all over the planet and blended 

into one global civilisation. At the same time, when humankind has one common future, in 

the individual level we are having various different motivations and ways to organise our daily 

lives. These ways are dependent on the different cultural and behavioural backgrounds. Some 

have been focused in creating welfare societies, some have believed in war and exploitation in 

the name of their own success, some have been active in the politics and other societal activities 

in order to enable a better future for themselves, everyone or to the planet, some have even 

become activists for the better, some, who happen to be among the powerful ultra high-net-

worth individuals, have been keen on collecting more wealth for securing their own flourishing 

in the future and some, the majority of the people, have just been making the best out of their 

daily lives in the surrounding circumstances. Despite of all these different motivations, the 

progress has meant great and positive achievements for all, but first and foremost to those who 

belong to the ‘club of the successful’, by which I mean all the people in the global west. 

Dennis Morgan, Phd. in Hankuk University of Foreign Studies in South Korea, points out 

that the 21st century society is not future-oriented. The reasoning behind this claim is that 

the progress of the technological developments in the end deletes the renewable and the 

nonrenewable resources and eventually destroys the whole life capacity of the Earth (Morgan 

2015, 118). The similar issues have been under the discussion already in the 1970’s when Rittel 

and Webber wrote the article ‘Dilemmas in General Theory of Planning’. According to the 

article “The high-scale societies of the western world are becoming increasingly heterogeneous as 

the minority groups each joined around common interests, values and stylistic preferences that are 

differing from the other groups” (Rittel & Webber 1973, 167). Wicked problems are defined as a 

“class of social system problems which are ill-formulated, where the information is confusing and 

where there are many clients and decision makers with conflicting values” (Churchman 1967, 141). 
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In 1973 Rittel and Webber published a list of ten characteristics of wicked problems.  

These characterizations written almost fifty years ago are still relevant. Speaking from my 

own perspective based on my design practice, the hidden and the visible motivations are 

playing a major role when (re)designing systems, processes and other immaterial things. 

Testing these designs related to the abstract and the global problems is a tricky task. It’s 

impossible to put, for example, the climate change into a testlab or make a prototype of a 

healthcare model. Instead, the improvement ideas related to these designs need to be tested 

in a real life environment with the possibility of these tests leaving traces, understanding 

and emotions that can’t be undone (Rittel & Webber 1973, 159). As the systems thinking is 

closely related to wicked problems, its definition is worth opening. As Donella Meadows, one 

of the key practitioners of systems thinking, defines it: “A system is a set of things — people, 

cells, molecules, or whatever — interconnected in such a way that they produce their own pattern of 

behavior over time, it also seeks the leverage points which means places in a complex system where 

a small shift in one thing can produce big changes in everything” (Meadows 1999, 1-2). 

All this lays new aspirations to the product and the service designers. They have the 

opportunity to design systems that have a possibility to address the environmental and the 

social issues (Crouch & Pearce 2010, 27-9 in Muratovski 2016, 195). The process of solving 

the systemic challenges and wicked problems requires a high level of systemic and holistic 

understanding (Jones 2014, 98-102). In addition, the solutions for the complex, wicked 

problems require understanding about the various systems. Although the need for a change is 

clear, when it concerns the political or the economic systems, it should be acknowledged that 

they are still from the past (Järvensivu 2016, 10). This means that we are on a mission to find 

new compensating systems and understanding the current ones from a new point of view.
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1. There	is	no	definitive	formulation	of	a	wicked	problem.	

2. Wicked problems have no stopping rule.

3. Because	different	actors	have	different	motivations	
and interests towards the shared problems the 
solutions are on a scale good-or-bad not true-or-false. 

4. There is no immediate and no ultimate test of a solution 
to a wicked problem and also after implementation 
solutions create waves of consequences that might be 
good or bad. 

5. Every solution to a wicked problem is a “one-shot 
operation”; because there is no opportunity to learn by 
trial-and-error,	every	attempt	counts	significantly.	This	
means that every implemented solution leaves traces 
that can’t be undone.” 

6. Wicked problems do not have an enumerable (or an 
exhaustively describable) set of potential solutions, nor 
is there a well-described set of permissible operations 
that may be incorporated into the plan. 

7. Every wicked problem is essentially unique. 

8. Every wicked problem can be considered to be a 
symptom of another problem. 

9. The existence of a discrepancy representing a wicked 
problem can be explained in numerous ways. The 
choice of explanation determines the nature of the 
problem’s resolution.

10. The planner has no right to be wrong. 
 

(Rittel & Webber 1973, 161- 166.)
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2.2 The economic and political level 
 

The (state) politics was born around the same time when the first states were established 

(3000 BC). The aims were to take care of the economics of the governmental institutions 

and to create welfare for the citizens. Nonetheless, the most relevant economic and political 

changes regarding the sustainable development happened when the industrialism took off in 

1750 - 1850 and the economical growth skyrocketed. This was also the starting point for the 

growing power of the humans. It led the society to mercantilism and capitalism. To continue 

with the capitalism, all definitions of the capitalism are more or less leaning to the Karl 

Marx’s definition: “The very nature of the capitalism is to produce constant growth” (Marx 1887). 

The idea of the capitalism is a constant, limitless growth based on the exploitation of the 

natural resources (Foster 2009, 15). This is in extreme contradiction with the planet because 

the planet is by its definition, limited (Ibid.). In other words, the infinite economic growth on 

a finite planet is an oxymoron since the planet’s natural resources aren’t endless but scarce 

and rapidly dwindling. This means that on the profit level the progress and the growth are 

essential concepts that need shaking and reshaping. 

Despite all the achievements, e.g. growing global GDP, decreased global poverty, increased 

level of girls´ education (see introduction; Neuvonen) the progress has had its hiccups. The 

financial crisis in 2008 had a major effect on the global economy, the biodiversity loss and the 

climate change that are shaking the whole planetary ecosystem, and on the global politics are 

reforming due to the rise of climate denialism spirited rise of the right-wing populist politics. 

In the book ‘Take back the economy’  Gibson-Graham discusses the economic change with 

a holistic approach. This approach rises from the society’s side and draws back concerns on 

e.g “what do we need to live healthy lives both materially and psychically, how do we deal 

with the excess, how do we maintain, restore the gifts of nature and how do we invest into 

the future?” (Gibson-Graham 2013, xiii-xiv). Gibson-Graham sees the economy as a model 

to maintain and enable livelihoods filled with wellbeing. The basis of this thinking is the 

recognition that even if we are living on a finite planet which’s resources and systems we have 

messed up, we still have hope as there are individuals and communities acting and addressing 

these messy challenges (Ibid). There are also many examples of the alternative and emerging 

economies such as the participatory economy, degrowth economy, local and virtual currencies, 
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circular economy, to name few. Some of these alternatives are built on top of our current 

capitalistic system and some are emerging from outside of the current system and regime. The 

richness of the alternatives can be seen as signals for the flaws and the hiccups of the current 

system. What is also similar to many alternatives is that they aim for better – for both, people 

and the planet. 

Economical and political researcher Paavo Järvensivu bases his thinking on challenging the 

mainstream idea that money, the very essential tool for exchange, is scarce and the (natural) 

resources are limited – when it’s actually the exact opposite. The idea is twofold. First, we 

are transforming into a world of limited natural and energy resources and secondly, money 

as an instrument of our modern monetary system isn’t scarce and shouldn’t be compared to 

the natural resources at all. (Järvensivu 2016, 10). This is an example of a flaw in the system. 

The society and it’s political representatives along with the global market economy seem 

to be blind to the simple fact about the planet setting the ultimate limits to our wellbeing. 

It also creates tension to the capitalism in general. Economy researcher Toni Ruuska (2017) 

deals with these questions in his article ‘Capitalism and the absolute contradiction in the 

Anthropocene’  by asking “How will the capitalism, as our chosen economic model, succeed in the 

future? Is it capable of learning from the past mistakes and shift towards new directions or do we 

need totally new economic models?” And points out that “The tragedy of the capitalism is the fact 

that the capitalist economic structure cannot change the way it treats its environment. Therefore the 

whole idea of the capitalism has to be challenged“ (Ruuska, 2017, 64). 

In the political level the change is about renewing the whole way we see and practice politics. 

As Järvensivu (2016) frames, “this new way to make politics is mainly the responsibility of 

politicians, journalists and researchers”. Mannermaa has suggested already three decades 

ago a radical model where all influential political proposals would be placed in the future 

framework and discussed in public in order for all proposals to have a future context instead 

of just fulfilling the political short term incentives (Mannermaa 1986, 668). Järvensivu also 

combines the politics and the definition of money as he sees that the idea of the limitless 

money and scarce resources doesn’t belong just to the party programs but to all political 

discourse alongside with our current system’s operational functions (Järvensivu 2016, 221-

222). 
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Futures researcher Aleksi Neuvonen is underlining the difficult paradoxical situation 

of decoupling the economic growth with the environmental impact and highlights the 

importance of considering how people’s well-being can be decoupled from the economic 

growth (Neuvonen 2017, 14) Neuvonen clarifies new perceptions for the process by mapping 

the model of the process in the industrial era and the pluralistic view of the progress. In 

the pluralistic view of progress it’s assumed that there are three different types of slowly 

developing societal resources: 1) human capabilities, 2) justness of society and 3) resilience 

of the economy.  As he also points out that the economic growth is no longer an indicator of 

progress, but merely one tool for building and maintaining people’s trust in the progress. 

(Neuvonen 2017, 29.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

While the economy is looking forward in yearly quarters, the planetary changes happen in 

longer periods. Comparing these two, a climate impact 100,000 years from now feels easily 

irrelevant to the present time economical and political decision-making. It’s possible that the 

future generations will adjust to the new climate regime, but in a longer timespan, this fossil 

fuel powered century can have a crucial price to pay (Archer 2010, 10). 

Figure 5. Process in the industrial era 
(Neuvonen 2017, 19)

Figure 6. Pluralistic view on the progress 
(Neuvonen 2017, 19)
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2.3 The environmental level and  
      the planetary limits
 

The environment sustains and eventually sets the ultimate limits to all levels described 

before. Already since 1970´s designers and environmentalists among others have discussed 

the paradox of the society that is based on the infinite growth while living on a finite planet 

(Victor Papanek 1970; The Limits To Growth 1972; Brundtland Report 1987). According to 

several researchers (Stoermer & Crutzen, 2000; Rockström et al. 2009; Scranton 2016) our 

modern society is shifting from the steady epoch of holocene towards the anthropocene. It 

means that we are entering a period in the human history where we have shifted from the 

industrialism and the consumption of the natural resources – without any doubt we might 

run out of them – into an era where we simply just have to start dealing with the continuous 

peaks of various, crucial assets and the planetary boundaries.

Biologist Eugene F. Stoermer and Nobelist Paul Crutzen coined the term anthropocene already 

in 2000 and since it has gained acceptance alongside with the evidences (Stoermer & Crutzen, 

2000). However, in the autumn 2018 the scientists stated that instead of the anthropocene 

we are currently living in the Meghalayan age. According to the International Commission on 

Stratigraphy (ICS) the Meghalayan started about 4,250 years ago with a mega-drought that 

caused the collapse of a number of civilisations in Egypt, the Middle East, India and China. 

The ICS underlines that the anthropocene doesn’t arise from the geology and for that reason 

can’t be associated with the long history of Earth but is instead, a part of the human history. 

Another reasoning is that the term is human-oriented, not a scientific one. (The Australian 

2018/08). Regardless its name, one of the biggest challenges within this transformation is the 

fact that our systems aren’t adapted to the CO2-driven capitalism and the political systems 

(Scranton, 2016). Simultaneously with transforming into this new era, everything around 

us is peaking and sending alerts about the inevitable changes, leading to various crises. By 

peaking it’s meant all the exponentially growing problems e.g. the usage of earth materials, 

freshwater, fossil energy, farm land, food, population, CO2 emissions, GDP, biodiversity loss, 

ozone depletion, chemical pollution, climate change and ocean acidification – just to name a 

few (Heinberg 2007). At the same time as all bad things are peaking also the good things are 
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emerging. All this peaking has been studied also by Stockholm Resilience Center (SRC) (2009) 

as the researchers have proposed nine planetary boundaries that are set to meet the holocene 

state and to give safe operating spaces that don’t disrupt Earth’s systems. SRC´s approach lies 

in the scientific research of the human action in relation to the capacity of Earth to sustain it, 

understanding the essential Earth processes including the human actions brought together 

with the fields of the global change research and the research of the resilience. (Rockström et 

al. 2009, 475.) 

Figure 7. Beyond the boundary 
(adapted from Rockström et al. 
2009, 472)
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According to this research, three of the boundaries, the climate change, the biodiversity loss 

and the nitrogen cycle, have already peaked into the unsustainable levels. They also state that 

all the boundaries have to be taken into consideration, not just one or few of them, because 

these boundaries are interlinked. E.g. the freshwater usage, land use, aerosol, nitrogen-

phosphorus, ocean and stratospheric boundaries are affecting the climate change. (Rockström 

et al. 2009, 472.) 

To sum up this section and to move onto the next one where the designer´s role is described, 

it’s noteworthy to point out that when dealing with the societal challenges, the planetary 

boundaries and the economic models belonging mainly to the sociologists, the scientists 

and the economists, the designers too have their possibility to affect. The designers have 

the possibility and the skills to become the agents of change as we are trained to be: the 

diplomatic problem solvers who are seeking win-win-situations for all (Busch 2015, 42). 

 

 

 

To summarise this chapter, it looked at the three 
levels of the sustainability on which also the 
Tivoli Utopia is built on. First, the recognition of 
wicked problems in the social level, secondly, 
the new alternatives in the economic level 
and thirdly, the ultimate boundaries that the 
environment sets to everything.  

Next,	I	will	turn	to	the	relevant	fields	of	the	
research: games studies and futures studies.
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Figure 1. Transition design 
positioned research addressing 
futures and game studies  
(Varjus, 2019).
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In this chapter I am contextualizing my study and exploring 
the research literature and the practitioners´ accounts 
relevant to my research topic.  
 
First, I turn to the evolution of design and sustainable 
design. In this section I am also touching the transition 
design, which is an emerging discipline of the design 
research dealing with the radical and new socio-economic 
and political paradigms and aims to the design-led 
transformation towards the sustainable futures (Irwin et al. 
2015, 8). Next, I am focusing on the introduction of the well 
established disciplines: the futures studies, including utopia 
as	a	method,	and	the	game	studies.	I	start	by	defining	them	
and then present the recently published literature reviews 
and their suggestions for further research.  
 
Even if this selection of the literature is varied and 
meandering, it binds together a valid set of literature 
addressed, in order to approach my initial research 
objectives.
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3.1 Design for sustainability  
 
 
3.1.1 Design as a game changer 

Brundtland Report (1987) sums up the core idea of the sustainable development by stating 

that “the sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present 

without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (World 

Commission on Environment and Development 1987, 43). Sustainability scientist and a design 

researcher Idil Gaziulusoy has argued critically this definition by stating that “Although 

this definition has an explicit anthropocentric focus, with an emphasis on the social justice and 

the human needs, for decades of the environmental movement, the operational emphasis of 

sustainability has explicitly been on the environment” (Gaziulusoy, 2010).  Gaziulusoy continues 

by describing that this might be due to the fact that a human society is dependent on the 

ecosystem services, for meeting our biological needs and for providing resources to the 

economic and technological development (Ibid).

In a practical level, all the designers, from product to social ones, confront an unavoidable 

choice. We can either keep on arguing, bath in quilt or become as part of the solution 

(Chapman & Gant 2007, XVI). Putting the sustainability as the number one design brief is not 

easy task to do, especially when dealing with the societal change. According to John Wood 

this is due to the designers taking on just to design greener products, not achieving greater 

results (Wood 2007, 100). One could argue that designers don’t have a significant role in 

solving the global and wicked problems. Naturally, dealing with the societal challenges, the 

planetary boundaries and the economic models belongs to the sociologists, the scientists 

and the economists. Also, often the economic performance requirements, and the company 

needs aiming to the constant growth, are setting the ground rules also to the sustainability. 

This lays the responsibility to the designers. On every step of the design process designers 

should clearly ask who has the power, for what ends do they use it and who suffers from the 

consequence? (Busch 2015, 43). 

I myself must agree with a design research scholar von Buch has noted, that designers have 

the possibility and skills to become agents of change as a trained diplomatic problem solvers 
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seeking win-win-situations for all (Busch 2015, 42). This is why designers have a significant 

role in creating “plausible alternatives to the global economy and neo-liberal capitalist practices” 

(Fuad-Luke, A., Hirscher, A.-L., & Moebus, K. 2015). Also, not being a political practitioner 

or social scientist enables looking these problems from a different point of view, with few or 

none preconceived ideas about what the correct result is supposed to be (Ibid.). 

An early example of a pioneer in the sustainable design field is Victor Papanek. He has 

applied the socially responsible design principles in his work and writings. He also has 

criticised the green industrial design about its nature to obey the commercial objectives 

and provokes the designers to fulfill the real needs instead of the desires created by the 

marketing communications (Papanek 1971). There has been also criticism towards Papanek’s 

thoughts. For example, Margolis & Margolis are disagreeing with Papanenek’s idea about 

the social action that he talks about in his book Design for the Real World (1971), because in 

it he underlines the market economy as the business creating just unnecessary products and 

limits the options for a social designer by suggesting that the socially aware designers ought 

to operate outside of the mainstream. Margolis & Margolis are instead recalling the socially 

aware designers to find ways to work together with other professionals who are dealing with 

these societal wicked problems. (Margolis & Margolis 2002, 27). They are also suggesting 

how a product designer might collaborate with an intervention team; In the assessment 

phase to identify the factors that contribute to the problem, in the planning phase to develop 

interventions related to the physical environment and during the  implementation phase to 

create a needed product or to work with the client system to design one (Margolis & Margolis 

2002, 27).

Professor of Design Otto von Busch asks: “As the designers hack into the reality and bend the 

rules of the system in order to open new vistas of the utopian practices, what other forces are 

released?” He answers by continuing that “We need to understand the systemic aspect of the 

problems we are solving” (Busch 2015, 42). He also underlines the importance to keep in mind 

that we are solving these problems in our safe design communities (Ibid.).  Consequently, 

as we are transforming to new social models we need new positions and practitioners who 

master a designerly way of thinking. Because what makes a designer a proper operator is that 

by a definition design is a problem solving discipline. Designerly ways of thinking shouldn’t 

be possessed by the design field and the designers, instead it should be shared as a technique 

for the players who want to be part of the change (Ibid.).  
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3.1.2 Four design domains and evolution of 
        sustainable design

The design practice has evolved during the time, from the product oriented craftsmanship 

to the industrial design and towards more immaterial, abstract dimensions and the 

understanding of the complexity and the systemic nature of the challenging wicked problems 

of the 21st century. The evolution of design is described in the Figure 11. Design Domains 

and in the following description of the four domains by Peter Jones, a PhD in Design and 

innovation Management and Strategic Foresight.

Figure 8. Design Domains (adapted from Jones, 2014)

DESIGN 1.0
Tradititonal

design

Design 4.0 Social Transformation design is the 

social transformation. This stage deals with societal 

transformations, systems, policy-making and community 

design. The problem solving within level requires high level 

systemic and holistic understanding than any of the other 

design stages. 

Design 3.0 Organizational transformation design 

incorporates change-oriented processes, design of work 

practices, strategies and organizational structures. The 

problem solving in this stage goes on more complex level.

Design 2.0 Product / service design is design as integrating. 

It deals with service and product design including 

multichannel problem solving.

Design 1.0 traditional design is design as making. It is 

referred to traditional design, dealing with the artefacts and 

communications.

(Jones 2014, 98-102)

DESIGN 2.0
Product/Service

design

DESIGN 1.0
Organisational
transformation

design

DESIGN 1.0
Social 

transformation
design
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The evolution of the sustainable design is instead opened in detail, by the sustainable design 

researchers and educators Ceschin Fabrizio and Idil Gaziulusoy, in a form of innovation levels 

that are, like Jones’s framework, divided in four:

1. Product innovation level: the design approaches focussing on improving existing or 

developing completely new products.

2. Product-Service System innovation level: here the focus is beyond the individual products 

towards integrated combinations of products and services.

3. Spatio-Social innovation level: here the context of an innovation is on the human 

settlements and the spatio-social conditions of their communities. This can be addressed 

on diff erent scales, from the neighbourhoods to the cities.

4. Socio-Technical System innovation level: here the design approaches are focussing on 

promoting radical changes on how the societal needs, such as nutrition and transport/

mobility, are fulfi lled, and thus on supporting the transitions to new socio-technical 

systems.

(Ceschin & Gaziulusoy 2016, 120).

Figure 9. The DfS 
Evolutionary Framework 
with the existing DfS 
approaches mapped onto 
it. (adapted from Ceschin  
& Gaziulusoy, 2016)

2. PRODUCT-SERVICE SYSTEM 
INNOVATION LEVEL

3. SPATIO-SOCIAL 
INNOVATION LEVEL

4. SOCIO-TECHNICAL 
SYSTEM INNOVATION LEVEL

1. PRODUCT-INNOVATION LEVEL
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These two frameworks have some similarities as they both move from a traditional product 

design first to the product as a service -concept and then towards complex and systemic 

levels before concluding to transformative design. First, both the frameworks begin from 

the traditional product design where the common goal is to do less harm to the planet while 

designing new - necessary and unnecessary - objects. However, even if this way of designing 

is undeniably necessary, it is not enough if we are aiming for a flourishing and resilient living on 

our planet (Ceschin & Gaziulusoy 2016, 130). Since the goal of doing less harm is not enough, the 

radical and sufficient improvements are required to achieve the sustainability (Ibid.).

Second, both of the frameworks continues towards services. Here sustainability can be seen 

as an idea of shaping the product oriented mindset into the product as a service -thinking. 

These product service systems are about shifting from a consumption-based ownership to a 

consumption-based access and sharing aiming to satisfy users through the delivery service 

instead of the actual products (Ceschin & Gaziulusoy 2016, 131).

The third levels of the frameworks differ from each other, even if both emphasise a systems 

thinking oriented mindset and sets the previous service design level into a wider context. 

Organizational transformation design focuses on the change-oriented design of the work 

practices, strategies and organizational structures. The Spatio-Social innovation level is 

aiming for solutions to the environmental problems often driven by the governmental policies 

and enabled by the new technologies and builds up of the notion that in “order to achieve the 

sustainability there’s a need for technological and social innovations” (Ceschin & Gaziulusoy 

2016, 130, 133). This means, for example, the CO2 free transportation options or the renewable 

energy. 

The fourth, last, levels of the frameworks have again more similarities as the Social 

Transformation design includes complex societal situations, social systems, policy design 

and community design (Jones 2014, 102) and the Socio-Technical System innovation level 

includes the transformation of technological, social, organisational and institutional 

innovations and also  embodies design for the product-service systems (Ceschin  & 

Gaziulusoy 2016, 138). Terry Irwin, the Head of the School of Design at Carnegie Mellon 

University, states that ”Design for social innovation expands problem contexts and objectives to 

address problems in social, cultural and economic domains that are often outside the business and 

consumer marketplace” (Irwin 230, 2015).
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The transition design challenges the existing paradigms, envisions the new ones, and leads to 

the radical, positive social and environmental change (Irwin et al. 2015, 8) This is something 

that is built in the very nature of the transition design which is all about creating long-term 

visions of the sustainable lifestyles fundamentally challenging the existing paradigms by 

inspiring and informing the short- and midterm thinking (Irwin 2015, 232).

To conclude, the future of the design and the sustainable design can be seen as redesigning of 

the society through affecting the societal systems, the politics, the economic models and the 

individual affecting a sustainable future. Also, the domains and the levels interconnected and 

complementary to each others, and all the domains, levels and trends they inhold, are still 

emerging. E. g. the design for sustainable behaviour can be applied at the product, product-

service system and the spatio-social levels (Ceschin, & Gaziulusoy 2016, 148). Also a service 

process (Design 2.0) will necessarily require reciprocal organizational changes from its 

host company (Design 3.0) and will require continual communications and enhancements 

designed as traditional (Design 1.0) services (Jones 2014, 102).  

 
 
 

We are called to be architects  
of the future, not its victims.  
—Buckminster Fuller
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3.2	Defining	futures	studies		
 

The modern futures studies began shortly after the end of the WWII. The first phase was about 

the rationalizing and moving away from the utopia science fiction, the religious attitudes 

and the mystical orientation. The second phase was the era of industrialization that included 

the involvement with the business world and the possibilities of growth. The third phase 

took place in the 20th-century and is basing on foresight, critical futures studies and the 

intensification of fragmentation. (Hyeonju 2015, 133).  

Probably the most known definition of the futures studies is the “study of possible, probable, 

and preferable futures” along worldviews and myths underlining them (Amara 1974, 1981; Bell 

1997, and many others). According to Mika Mannermaa futures studies is about “studying the 

present reality from the viewpoint of a special interest of knowledge of the future” (Mannermaa, 

1986). 

 

There four archetypal futures, described by Jim Dator: the continuation, the collapse, the 

disciplined / constrained society and the transformational society (Dator 1998, 2002). And 

there are the fundamental laws of the future, which Joseph Voros has reformulated: 

1. The future is not predetermined – there are rather  

infinitely many potential futures.

2. The future is not predictable – because the future is not  

predetermined, predictability is doubly impossible  

and we are therefore forced to make choices  

among many potential futures.

3. The future outcomes can be influenced by  

our choices in the present – even though we can’t  

determine which future will eventuate we can still influence  

the shape of the future which does eventuate. (Voros 2001, 1). 
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Voros also adds to the concept of ‘possible, probable, and preferable futures’ five more and 

describes them all: 

 ● potential – the future is open and undetermined

 ● preposterous – ‘ridiculous’, ‘impossible’ futures that will ‘never’ happen

 ● possible – the futures that might happen, based on some future knowledge that we do not 

yet possess

 ● plausible – the futures that could happen, based on our current understanding

 ● probable – the futures that are ‘likely to’ happen, based usually on the current trends

 ● preferable – the futures we think should or ought to happen

 ● projected – the singular default or ‘continuation of the past through the present’ future

 ● predicted – the future that someone claims ‘will’ happen 

(Voros 2017, 7-8.)

Figure 10. The Futures Cone 
(adapted from Voros, 2003; 

based on an earlier form by 
Hancock and Bezold, 1994)
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Every future is a potential future, including those we cannot even imagine — these latter are 

outside the cone, in the ‘dark’ area. But just because we cannot imagine a future does not 

mean it cannot happen (Voros 2017, 8).  A strategic design practitioner Dan Hill recognises 

the concept of the ‘dark matter’, also known as the ’unknown unknowns’. Hill introduces 

the concept of the ‘dark matter’ by making a difference between the traditional design 

practice and the strategic design which recognizes that this ‘dark matter’ is a part of the 

design challenge. He refers the ‘dark matter’ to a concept of ‘missing mass’ term coined by 

a physicist Fritz Zwicky. The materia that must be inescapably there, that must be causing a 

particular outcome and yet the dark matter is surrounding the various more easily perceptible 

outcomes (Hill 2012, 81).

The value of the futures studies, as Jerome Glenn & Theodore Gordon has stated, is that the 

futures studies lies in the discovery of the perceptions and the insights alongside with the 

methods to explore the viability of trends and the future developments that could deflect 

those trends (Glenn, J.C & Gordon, T.J. 2009, 4). He also claims that the futures studies  should 

be judged by its ability to help decision-makers developing policies now, rather than on 

whether a forecast was right or wrong (Ibid.)

Mannermaa points out that even if the concepts of the future research have been developed, 

the vocabulary is widely accepted and the methods are proven to be effective, in the national 

level of decision-making the big and potential dilemmas, e.g. the collapse of the world 

monetary system, the terrorism or the loss of confidence in the governments haven’t been 

prevented. Instead, these dilemmas have all just happened by surprise. (Mannermaa 1986, 

663). Nonetheless, keeping in mind that we can’t actually predict the future, the most 

probable global future currently in prospect is a slowly happening collapse that leads to 

a constrained or a disciplined human society that is tackling with declining accesses to 

easy sources of the fossil-based energy (Voros 2017, 40). This is a notion that ought to be 

transparently communicated to the public. Still, there is little or no public discussion about 

the probable futures. The humankind tends to have silently accepted just to wait for the future 

to happen (Mannermaa 1986, 668). To create a public discussion around the possible futures 

is not easy, even when the futures studies with the interest of knowledge has perhaps the 

greatest potential to be a useful aid in the social planning and the decision-making (Ibid). A 

radical change to our political culture is needed. One possible model is where every influential 

proposals and decisions would be placed in a broad and interdisciplinary vision of the future 
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and studied before making a final decision. By doing so, all the proposals made have to have a 

reference in a broader future context (Ibid). 

3.2.1 Utopia as a method  

Nowadays the term utopia is used in various meanings among futures studies, design, 

political discussion and also in the pop culture. Despite the wide spectrum of use, there’s 

no consensus about the term utopia itself as there are are plenty of definitions and ways the 

theorists use the term, often in direct contradiction of each other (Levitas 2005, 2, 5). As a 

concept the utopia, as well as the future-oriented thoughts, traces back to the ancient times 

when also the religions, historicism, science fiction and systems thinking emerged (Hyeonju 

2015, 122).

The term ‘utopia’ was coined first by Thomas More in his fiction novel ‘Utopia’ (Moore, 1516) 

describing an ideal society whereas Machiavelli’s novel ‘The Prince’ (Machiavelli, 1532), 

published few years later, was about instructing the ruler how to maintain Price’s power and 

on that account is more a dystopian, literally an anti-utopian, story. Despite the undesired 

and the constrictional nature of dystopias, they are also important in bringing up the 

downsides about the futures we are possibly heading towards. 

Dennis Morgan, Phd. in Hankuk University of Foreign Studies in South Korea, describes the 

roots of the utopia as “an image of the future within the idea of progress” (Morgan 2015, 106). 

However, this becomes a dystopian antithesis in the form of utopian socialism that emerged 

throughout the 19th and 20th centuries (Ibid). For example Marx used the term ‘utopian 

socialism’ for those socialists whom he saw as ‘unscientific’ and these ‘utopian sociologists’ 

accepted the division between the utopia and the science but regarded themselves as scientific 

(Marx, K. 1843). 

The struggle between the utopian images created eventually a progressive socialist synthesis, 

which in turn, was against the reactionary neoliberalism, e.g. basically denies the climate 

change science and other science based facts about the future. This new, postmodern thesis, 

a global sustainable development can be considered as a reconstructed, 21st century utopian 

image of the future (Morgan 2015, 106). This is also the definition that I have chosen as the 
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guiding term in the Tivoli Utopia as it links to visioning particularly sustainable futures. This 

21st century image of utopia, that inholds the desire for a better way of living (Levitas 2005, 5) 

provides also a method where the Tivoli Utopia can elaborate on. Utopia as a method helps in 

addressing effectively wicked problems that confronts us (Ibid. 15). 

 

 

 
3.3 Games for envisioning futures 
 

Despite the futures studies and the gamification has been born in the different branches of 

science, the gamification is also an established method in futures studies. Sohail Inayatullah, 

who’s experienced in combining the gamification to futures studies states, that given that 

the future is yet to emerge, the multiple ways of knowing and the concomitant methods and 

tools are required. The gaming in whatever form can help making the particular futures more 

real and alternative futures more legitimate. (Inayatullah 2017, 106). In line with Inayatullah, 

I find serious games and futures studies closely linked as games can be enabling methods or 

frameworks for the futures visioning.

He has also listed five benefits of using the gaming in futures. It ensures that the approach: 

1. Makes the possibility of understanding futures more likely, 

2. Leads to a greater insight, 

3. Allows for whole brain-body-spirit learning, i.e. all ways of learning are included, 

4. Allows cognitive faculties to be suspended while “body” catches up with futures 

information and 

5. Enhances the possibility of a more robust future. 

(Inayatullah 2017, 106).
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Jim Dator summs his thoughts regarding the gaming, the utopias and alternative futures 

into an idea of transformation from our current information society to a dream society, 

which might be a society exemplified by games. (Dator 2017, 78). He continues by presenting 

a thought that games can be seen as what the laboratory experiments are to the natural 

sciences. Therefore, among the best ways to do the social science research is through the 

experience and the analysis of the repeated games (Ibid.). 

To create a serious game dealing with the futures, it should be taken into consideration that 

in a well-designed serious game the players begin to independently engage with the game 

(Zheng & Gardner 2017, 25). Also, games and foresight methods fit well together because 

foresight methods provide a productive basis for the mentally stimulating and the horizon-

expanding games (Watkins & Neef 2015, 9). For this reason, within a game, there lies the 

possibility to address alternative sustainable futures related heavy, complex and frustrating 

topics like the climate change in a safe environment. In the Tivoli Utopia, these to ended as 

one’s own possibility to affect our common future. Although, asking the players to engage 

in any kind of a preferred futures envisioning exercise until they have been challenged to 

examine their own various ideas about the future first, is a mission impossible (Dator 1993, 4). 

Nonetheless, the games form an interesting method to approach the abstract futures related 

issues as they encourage the players to get rid of the present day’s human made laws and 

restrictions.

To conclude, the futures studies, the utopias and the gamification forms a tangible and a 

united whole. There are also various examples of combining these three. One of the earliest 

examples of the gamified future visioning, dating back to 1960’s, is the Buckminster Fuller’s 

World Peace Game that was designed as a tool to facilitate dealing with the issues around 

the global problems (BuckMinster Fuller Institute, 2018). Another early example is a Future 

Workshop that is a futures technique – particularly suitable for the participants who have 

little experience with the processes of the creative decision-making, for example children 

or youth – designed in the 1970’s by Robert Jungk, Ruediger Lutz and Norbert R. Muellert. 

This game enables a group of people to develop new ideas and solutions to the social 

problems through four different phases: the preparatory, the critique, the fantasy and the 

implementation (Jungk & Müllert, 1987). 
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Facilitating this kind of foresight spirited work requires the knowledge about systems 

thinking, scenario building and foresight mapping. In a framework of a game it’s easy also 

to practice a human centered approach by putting the players in the centre, instead of the 

megatrends and the scenarios about the future, which are often in the core of the futures 

research processes (Watkins & Neef 2015, 9).

 
 
3.3.1	Conceptualizing	gamification 

 

Even if the games have been a part of the human culture for thousands of years gamification 

for educational purposes is a relatively new practise. First examples are related to the military 

skills and date back to the 18th century next business management training employed games 

in 1950. (Ellington et al., 1998, X – Xi). 

 

Figure	11.	Defining	 
games (adapted from 
Deterding et al, 2011)
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Next, the terms related to the gamification are defined. In a playful design there are no formal 

rules or predefined goals. The term play can be used to describe a wide range of experiences 

and can be defined as Salen & Zimmerman summarises “a free movement within a more rigid 

structure” (Salen & Zimmerman 2004), whereas a gamified design is based on a clear structure 

and rules. Gamification instead is, Detering et al. defines: “the use of game design elements in 

non-game context” (Detering et al., 2011, 9–11). These gamified applications provide an insight 

into novel, gameful phenomena that are complementary to the playful phenomena (Ibid).

Huotari and Hamari (2012) criticizes this definition of gamification, which uses traditional 

game design elements in a context that is not a game itself because it is restricted to use 

only game design elements. They argue that gamification should be defined more broadly as 

the use of any kind of elements that result in gameful experiences. The argumentation for 

this is that there doesn’t seem to exist a clearly defined set of game elements that would be 

unique to the games, and that the gamification is not carried out by any concrete elements 

alone (Huotari & Hamari, 2012). Deterding et al. (2011) agrees that it is difficult to define 

what makes an element a game element. Nonetheless, they provide a definition for the game 

elements and describe these elements as the ones that can be found in games generally and 

are associated with the games and play (Detering et al. 2011, 9–11).

A pure game instead is defined by Salen and Zimmerman “A game is a system in which the 

players engage in an artificial conflict, defined by the rules, that results in a quantifiable 

outcome” (Salen & Zimmerman 2004, 80). 

In addition to these definitions (play, gamification and game) a design scholar Kirsikka 

Vaajakallio, who has written a dissertation about “Design games as a tool, a mindset and a 

structure” (2012), presents a concept of a design game, which is in correlation to Zimmerman’s 

definition about a game. Vaajakallio defines the design games as the “tools for co-design that 

purposefully emphasise play qualities such as playful mindset and structure, which are supported by 

tangible game materials and rules.” (Vaajakallio, 2012, 228). She also sums up the qualities of 

the design games in the co-design: firstly, they create a common design language, secondly, 

they promote a creative and explorative attitude, and thirdly, they facilitate the players in 

envisioning and enacting what could be (Vaajakallio, 2012, 99). From these qualities the third 

one is relevant also to my thesis study as it includes creating scenarios based on the game 

material that represents the users’ experiences helping to ground the future alternatives with 
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the current practices and furthermore, creating a story-telling mode for the participants. 

On one hand, the design games emphasise the participants’ everyday knowledge and, on the 

other hand, open up the game world with the theatre inspired role-taking and performances 

(Vaajakallio, 2012, 100).

To bring up a one term more, the serious games instead are full-fledged games that are 

designed for the non-recreational environments and for the educational purposes. The 

serious games are often dealing with the economics, the health, the military or the politics 

by simulating the real world situations (Borges et al. 2014, 217) aiming to engage the players 

in order to create a behaviour change through the motivation (Degirmenci 2017, 1-2). There 

is an emerging sector where the serious games are applied into the sustainability in various 

ways. The goals can be related to the awareness creation of the sustainability challenges, the 

comprehension about the sustainability in general or encouraging players to take actions and 

ideate solutions (Ouariachi, Olvera-Lobo & Gutiérrez-Pérez 2019, 1).  

 

 

 

 

3.4 Brief introduction to the relevant  
						fields	of	research	and	frameworks	
 

 

Related to the general gamification research, Hamari, Koivisto and Sorsa (2014) have 

examined altogether 24 empirical studies that are written between 2010–2013. The most 

common, high-level, research question of these papers occured: Does gamification work? 

(Hamari, Koivisto, Sorsa 2014, 3027) The way this performance was measured in the studies 

varied from the motivation and the engagement-related psychological outcomes to the use 

of the behavior-related outcomes, and the studies yielded both positive and negative results 

in a wide variety of contexts (Hamari, Koivisto, Sorsa 2014, 3027). Hamari et. al also noted 

that even if their review indicates that gamification provides positive effects, the effects are 

greatly dependent on the context in which the gamification is being implemented, as well as 

on the users using it (Ibid.). For the future research they suggest the topics related to the role 

of the context and the qualities of the users being gamified. They also point out that the more 
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rigorous methodologies ought to be used in the further research on gamification. 

In a more recent mapping of the publication trends in gamification Kasurinen and Knutas 

(2018) have analysed and classified altogether 1 164 gamification studies. According to them 

gamification as a term can indicate different things, such as applying the game-like elements 

into the design of the user interface of a software, but not all gamification is necessarily 

associated with the software products. They also point out that as a term gamification is a 

vague one. There are several similar concepts such as playful design, serious gaming and even 

games for health, which all have conceptually similar definitions and effects to the objectives 

of gamified design. (Kasurinen & Knutas, 2018, 34). For this reason it is important to 

understand the different concepts related to gamification (see section: 3.3.1. Conceptualizing 

gamification).

The results of the trendiest areas of the gamification research are divided in four: e-learning, 

proof-of-concept studies in the ecological lifestyle and sustainability, assisting computer 

science studies and improving motivation (Kasurinen & Knutas, 2018, 33). On the trends of 

proof-of-concept prototypes, to which area also my thesis study falls into, the most common 

domains are computer science education, the ecological lifestyles and sustainability, and the 

motivational tools (Ibid 43). 

Based on their study it is plausible to argue that the most pressing issue of the research work 

in gamification is to collect evidence on the practical applications and their impact. Applying 

gamification in the education is also an important part of the gamification domain, the games 

for health and the serious games in general being acknowledged, but is much more limited as 

a topic of study. In the future, the results of this study are useful in exploring the new research 

gaps in the field of gamification, and gaining insight on what concepts and areas of the 

application have already been studied (Kasurinen & Knutas, 2018, 44).

Hamari and Koivisto (2019) have continued their work by conducting the most 

comprehensive and widest review of the gamification research by analysing the research 

models and results in 819 empirical studies on gamification. According to this review, 

even if the results in general lean towards the positive findings of the effectiveness of 

gamification, the amount of mixed results is remarkable. Also the gamification research still 

lacks coherence in the research models, and consistency in the variables and the theoretical 
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foundations (Hamari & Koivisto 2019, 191). 

Based on the findings of this review, the 

current gamification research is mainly 

focused on implementing “the blueprint” 

of gamification: i.e. points, badges and 

leaderboards. 

Koivisto and Hamari suggest altogether 15 

future research trajectories that are divided 

under three sections: thematic, theoretical 

and methodological agendas.  

 

 

Table 1. 15 research trajectories to  
explore (adapted from Koivisto &  
Hamari 2019, 204-207)

Thematic agenda 
 ● Future	gamification	research	should	

seek to explore the possibilities 
of cooperative and collective 
gamification	approaches. 

 ● Future	gamification	research	should	
seek to diversify the use of gameful 
affordances,	and	concurrently	
develop an understanding of what 
constitutes and creates gameful 
experiences. 

 ● Future	gamification	research	
should seek to widen its thematic 
perspective with respect to 
the domains which are being 
investigated. 

 ● Future	gamification	research	
should seek to explore the potential 
negative, adverse or non-
preferable	effects	of	gamification	
and how to mitigate them. 

 ● Also relating to the theoretical 
agenda, we suggest future 
gamification	research	considers	
gamification	not	only	as	an	
innovation of human-computer 
interaction or information system, 
but also as organizational and 
individual practices reminiscent of 
those which may be observed in 
games.
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Theoretical agenda

 ● Future	gamification	research	
should pay more attention to the 
pre-determinants/requirements 
of	gamification	success,	instead	
of	only	the	effectiveness	of	
gamification	for	those	users	who	
have already chosen to adopt it. 

 ● Future research into the 
effectiveness	and	adoption	of	
gamification	should	take	into	
account the role of the user, their 
goals (within the information 
system), and their individual 
attributes. 

 ● Future	gamification	research	
should incorporate the contexts in 
which	the	gamification	is	deployed	
and investigated more strongly into 
research models. 

 ● Future	gamification	research	
should pay more attention to the 
different	types	of	feedback,	which	
kinds	of	gamification	affordances	
are best equipped to deliver them, 
and	the	effect	that	the	feedback	
has on system users. 

 ● Gamification	research	and	its	
theoretical conceptualizations 
should make an acknowledgement 
of the dynamic, cyclical nature of 
gamification.

Methodological agenda

 ● Future	gamification	research	
should aim for consistency in 
measurement instruments and 
research models, as well as 
developing the depth of analyses 
to go beyond a mere description 
of data. 

 ● Future	gamification	research	should	
increasingly employ controlled 
experimental research methods, 
in order to gain knowledge on the 
actual	effects	of	gamification. 

 ● Thirdly, a common methodological 
problem	within	the	gamification	
Future	gamification	research	should	
seek	to	control	the	effects	of	the	
individual	affordances	used	in	a	
given	gamification	implementation.	
In addition, when investigating the 
effects	of	the	affordances,	the	
contextual characteristics of the 
setting should also be taken into 
account. 

 ● In	future	gamification	research,	
the sample sizes of studies should 
be large enough to increase 
methodological rigor, as well as 
to amplify the transferability and 
explanatory power of the results. 
Furthermore, the time spans of 
studies should be long enough to 
enable	novelty	effects	in	the	data	
to be minimized. 

 ● In	future	gamification	research,	
attention should be paid to clear 
and comprehensive reporting of 
research.
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To move from the gamifi cation research towards the sustainability aiming serious games, 

Stanitsas, Kirytopoulos and Vareilles (2019) have published a literature review that provides a 

thorough analysis on 77 serious games and their dynamic features. One of the main fi ndings 

was that the growing number of the serious games seek to educate in sustainability and the 

categorization of these games according to the triple-bottom line of sustainability (Stanitsas, 

Kirytopoulos, Vareilles 2019, 924). Stanitsas, Kirytopoulos and Vareilles are arguing with the 

hypothesis which claims that the serious games dealing with the sustainable development 

in general contributes to all educational attributes of the triple bottom line of sustainability. 

Instead, their fi ndings indicate that some serious games touch all the aspects but a great deal 

do not because they are focusing only one or two of these aspects (Ibid.).

They underline the fact that despite the considerable interest in the SGs as educational tools, 

it is important to understand that developing SGs for the educational purposes can be very 

complex, and expensive and entail signifi cant challenges and continue by suggesting that 

a possible direction for the future research could be the development of the experimental 

studies that systematically uncover the key features that are useful in promoting holistic 

learning (Stanitsas, Kirytopoulos, Vareilles 2019, 934).

Economic

Social Environmental

Sustainability

Eco-
Effi  ciency

Socio-
Economic

Socio-
Environmental

Figure 12. (adapted from 
Stanitsas, Kirytopoulos, 
Vareilles 2019, 925)
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However, while the effectiveness and the educational value of the games analyzed is not in 

doubt, the empirical evidence regarding their holistic contribution to the sustainability values 

is still emerging (Stanitsas, Kirytopoulos, Vareilles 2019, 929).  

Ouariachi, Olvera-Lobo and Gutiérrez-Pérez have defined the concept of serious games 

and sustainability in the encyclopedia of sustainability (2019). They describe the gameful 

mechanism, the state of flow, as something that could lead to a higher awareness (e.g. about 

sustainability)  and through that, the effects on the attitudes that can trigger a change in the 

players´ behaviour. While making this notion, they also point out that the currently available 

empirical evidence of effectiveness of sustainability serious games is limited (Ouariachi, 

Olvera-Lobo & Gutiérrez-Pérez 2019, 2). 

 

To answer the need for the frameworks and the models to investigate the sustainable serious 

games, Kenan Degirmenci, Lecturer in Information systems in Queensland university of 

technology, has studied the serious games of the eco-effective transformations. According 

to him, the games, as an integral part of our lives, are increasingly being used for learning, 

training and informing (Degirmenci 2017, 3). He has created a research model of a serious 

game aiming for the eco-effective behaviour. I’m using an adaptation of this research model 

in my own research process since it has been used for the similar aims in testing the game 

design elements and its fundamental structure that provides a suitable framework from the 

game design elements to the user-game interaction and to the meaningful engagement. 

 

 

 

Figure 13. Game design framework (adapted 
from Degirmenci 2017, 1-2)
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To answer the need for the frameworks and the models to investigate the sustainable serious 

games, Kenan Degirmenci, Lecturer in Information systems in Queensland university of 

technology, has studied the serious games of the eco-effective transformations. According 

to him, the games, as an integral part of our lives, are increasingly being used for learning, 

training and informing (Degirmenci 2017, 3). He has created a research model of a serious 

game aiming for the eco-effective behaviour. I’m using an adaptation of this research model 

in my own research process since it has been used for the similar aims in testing the game 

design elements and its fundamental structure that provides a suitable framework from the 

game design elements to the user-game interaction and to the meaningful engagement.
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To	summarise,	this	chapter	dealt	first	with	the	
design´s potential to become a change agent as 
the designers have the possibility and the skills 
to become the agents of a change as designers 
are trained to be the diplomatic problem solvers 
capable	to	find	win-win-situations	for	all	(Otto	
von Busch 2015, 42). Next, the futures studies, 
including utopia as a method, and the game 
studies were presented. Lastly, a selection 
of	literature	reviews	of	gamification,	serious	
games and sustainability related game research 
was presented and the research caps were 
indentified.
 
Next, l introduce the Tivoli Utopia in detail. 
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4.  
Introducing the 

Tivoli Utopia

Image 3 & 4 & 5. Playing the  
Tivoli Utopia (Varjus, 2019) 
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Welcome to the Tivoli Utopia!  
 
This chapter introduces and describes the Tivoli Utopia. 
First, I am presenting the two previous iterations. Next, 
I go through the game design elements, including the 
game mechanics and objects, the user-game interaction, 
experiential and instrumental outcomes of the game.  

What makes this information relevant is that it creates the 
incremental	basis	for	the	analysis,	on	top	of	which	the	final	
iteration of the Tivoli Utopia is to be made. 
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4.1 The iterative design process of  
      the Tivoli Utopia 
 

 

The design process of the Tivoli Utopia is three-fold. Together these versions form one 

iterative design process as all of these three versions are elaborating on the previous one. In 

my thesis, I’m focusing on the third iteration. 

The first version of the game was designed in 2016 within Aalto University’s Redesign 

of Society minor, organised by Media Lab. Our project was built on the lectures and the 

interviews of the most current experts and researchers of the current and future state of 

the society. The main goal in this project was to create utopias by using design fiction as a 

method. Our groups end result was a game, named as a ‘Carnival of Livelihood’. In it I and my 

co-designer Jenna Puikkonen focused mainly on the economic livelihoods. We chose a game 

as the form of our work since we saw it’s possibilities to perform as a closed system where 

we could build positive and negative feedback loops and also study the leverage points to 

intervene the system (Meadows, 1999). 

 

The second version was created in 2017 in close collaboration with the Finnish Innovation 

Fund Sitra. In this project the aim was to create more open discussion culture around the 

futures related topics and invite the young to the same table with experts and politicians. The 

focus was to modify the game to become a tool, firstly, for studying the concepts of the futures 

and utopias in an ontological level (i.e. what the futures and utopias are) and secondly, to 

move towards one’s own visions and utopias related to the future ahead. This project included 

widening the contents of the game to deal with the whole sphere of the sustainability, 

1. PLAN

2. ACT

3. OBSERVE

4. REFLECT
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3. OBSERVE

4. REFLECT
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instead of focusing on just the economic livelihood as we did in the first version. The other 

improvements were translating the game to Finnish, strengthening the narrative to be more 

utopian and appealing to the young and improving the game logic, the game elements and 

the rules. Within this design process the game got also a new name: Tivoli Utopia Discussion 

Game. To test the end result, we held multiple test playing sessions with Sitra’s experts and 

the young. The iterated version of the game was played all together in three cities and seven 

different playing sessions: the Sci-Fest in Joensuu, Ihadi Idja music festival in Inari and 

SuomiAreena in Pori. To all playing sessions we gathered together young people from 15 to 20 

years with Sitra’s specialists, and in Pori also members of the Parliament. 

When analysing this version, we concluded four notions about the Tivoli Utopia’s 

possibilities:

1. A gamified experience is a working concept for the future visioning. It brings the wicked 

and difficult problems into an understandable and a manageable form, and closer to 

people’s everyday life and practices. 

2. Playing a game is an easy to access -tool  for players whose age, background, level of 

knowledge and motivations towards their futures are varying a lot.

3. A game, which is a combination of the service design spirited tools, the future visioning 

methods and the sustainability related problem solving, has a demand from the 

educational purposes to the political discussions.

4. As a narrative the Tivoli Utopia is a compelling and an interesting experience that people 

get easily inspired by. 

After the successful playing tour with Sitra we continued the project independently with 

the grant from TCPI. In this iteration the aim was to develop the Tivoli Utopia as a finalized 

product for envisioning alternative sustainable futures and share it openly for everyone to use. 

Figure 2. Iterations in a general level 
(Varjus, 2019. Adapted from Kemmis 
& McTaggart 1988)
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In this version we focused once more into improving the narrative, the game elements, the 

gameplay and the rules. The main message in this version is that we, as the human kind, 

need new narratives and understanding about our existence and to transform the focus from 

consuming and flourishing at the expense of the devastation of the planetary resources and 

leaving the mess to the future generations to handle, towards the realisation about how to 

cherish our living environments and transform the whole society into a more sustainable 

living system. The best possible outcome of this version is when the players feel that they 

have gained understanding that the future doesn’t just happen but is instead something that 

we all can affect on. 

This work, which is under investigation in my thesis research, included designing the final 

version of the Tivoli Utopia and testing it with users before finalising this version. The design 

process followed the Voros’s foresight work model (Voros 2017, 5) consisting of the analysis 

of the current academic and the scientific literature, the interpretation of the insights these 

studies brought and creating a forward view in a form of the utopian narrative. For testing we 

used all together five playing sessions with two student groups and three expert groups that 

are to be presented in the next chapter alongside with the research process. 

After the research project the final version of the Tivoli Utopia is to be shared through the website 

tivoliutopia.fi and is licenced under a creative commons licence (CC BY-NC-SA 4.0), which means 

that it’s free for all to copy and create new versions, which are to be contributed under the same 

license as the original
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4.2 Tivoli Utopia as a future oriented  
      discussion game

Tivoli Utopia is an envisioning tool in a form of a gamified experience that gathers around 

the same table 4 - 8 players to envision alternative sustainable futures in an utopian tivoli 

environment. Tivoli as an environment is a metaphor of a living lab or a closed ecosystem 

with its own rules, laws and phenomena that aren’t depended on the real world. Utopia is built 

around the notion that we have moved from the  capitalistic labour and the growth-oriented 

capitalistic economic system, in which people are just trying to succeed and maintain living 

standards, to the holistic values and humanity emphasising livelihood model. In the game, 

players are challenged to make choices and decisions according to their own values and to 

vision creative solutions for the wicked problems happening around them. 

To introduce the Tivoli Utopia discussion game in detail I’m using a game design framework, 

which is adapted from Kenan Degirmenci’s work dealing with serious game research 

framework, illustrated in Figure 13 (see page 57) and Parlett’s analysis on rules, illustrated 

in Figure 14 (see page 67). Through this framework game design elements including 

the mechanics and the objects, the user-game interaction and the experimental and the 

instrumental outcomes are to be described. 

 
4.2.1 Game design elements: mechanics and objects 
 

The game elements are a combination of the mechanics, in this case the narratives, the rules 

and the dynamics between the players and the support from the facilitator and the objects, in 

this case the future forms, raffle tickets, work and amusement cards and pennies. 
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NARRATIVE

By combining the features of the reality; desirable futures considered worth strengthening 

and faults or threats worth eliminating (Mannermaa 1986, 658) we have created a utopian 

narrative that paints the anthropocenic images of the possible futures and occurs in the 

background story, the future forms, the raffle tickets and the work and the amusement cards. 

These glimpses of alternative futures, or the utopias, are created by designers of the game by 

following the foresight work model (Voros 2017, 5) that consists of the analysis of the current 

academic and the scientific literature, the interpretation that studies the insights in depth and 

the prospection, which means “the activity of looking forward and creating a forward view”  

(Voros 2017,5). In other words, the process is based on our own foresight work, literature 

review and reports dealing the sustainability related issues about the future. 

The output of this work is the Tivoli Utopia narrative, of which the tone-of-voice is positive, 

utopian and inspiring. The narrative can be seen on one hand our own utopia including several 

small scenarios complementary and contrary to each other and on the other hand a narrative 

as a framework for the players to elaborate and envision their own utopias and visions about 

the futures. 

 

 

RULES

The rules are to explained in the beginning of the game. In short, the game consists of 

four playing rounds that all start by reading a Utopia Raffle, that represent the wild cards ( 

phenomena that are unique, once happening and truly surprising) and other sudden events 

and sharing the universal income pennies to all. Then each player, in own turn, can act 

according to his / hers own goals by choosing either an amusement card and have fun and 

gather points or a work card, to accomplish the mission and earn some pennies. The game 

ends when either one of the players reaches all the goals set in the future form, or if some 

rapid turn stops the game. Detailed Rules can be found in Appendix 1. Rules of the game
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Figure 14. Rule analysis 
(adapted from Parlett in 
Schell 2008, 145-6)
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For describing the rules of the Tivoli Utopia the Parlett´s Rule Analysis is used as an 

adaptation. 

 ● The only Foundational Rule in the game is about how the points are given to the players 

from the red amusement cards by the other players. 

 ● The Operational rules are dealing what the players are doing in the game (Schell 2008, 

145). In the context of the Tivoli Utopia this means how the rounds and tasks are played, 

the roles are created, the year is chosen and the value based a goal setting is done 

according to the written rules. 

 ● The behavioural rules are the unwritten rules of ‘good sportsmanship’ on how the players 

are in a social relation with each other (Schell 2008, 145). In the Tivoli Utopia this means 

how players operate in the shared tasks, how the common decision making is rolling, how 

they support each others. 

 ● The written rules bring the structure into the play in a form of rounds and feedbacks; the 

universal basic income, pennies from working, the points from the amusements. 

 ● There’s also a possibility of the ´House rules’ that are about tweaking the game created 

by the players (Schell 2008, 146). It’s to be seen if these kind of rules emerge during the 

playing sessions
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DYNAMICS BETWEEN PLAYERS

The game dynamics are build around the collaborative way of playing, not through pursuing 

tasks alone in turns. The deep pleasure comes from the group problem solving and being part 

of a successful team (Schell 2008, 355). There are many elements in the game that require 

collaboration, for example when the tasks are asking to make a collaborative decisions or 

when one player is mentoring another. 

SUPPORT FROM FACILITATOR

The facilitator has also a great role in the Tivoli Utopia. Her responsibility is to organise and 

facilitate the game sessions that can be formed even of four playing tables with eight players 

at each. The role of a facilitator is to inspire, guide and be present for the possible questions 

rising during playing.

FUTURE FORMS

The future forms are the templates for 

each one’s roles and the score cards for 

collecting points during the game. They 

are also a game element that transforms 

the mindsets towards thinking about the 

futures since the forms ask players in what 

year they are visiting the Tivoli Utopia. 

The selection of the year is the fi rst task in 

fi lling the form. This year also reinforces 

the narrative. It’s been pointed out that the 

expression of the timespan as such is not 

TOIMEENTULO intohimotyö ja työn merkityksellisyys

SOSIAALISUUSihmissuhteet ja vuorovaikutus
VAIKUTTAMINENyhteiskunnallinen japoliittinen aktiivisuus

YMPÄRISTÖluonnon ja resurssien kunnioittaminen

Nimesi Tivoli Utopiassa?

Ikäsi Tivoli Utopiassa?
Lempipuuhasi Tivoli Utopiassa?

Tulevaisuuslomake
Minä vuonna vierailette Tivoli Utopiassa?

                                        #tivol iutopia                  

PISTEET Valitse 15 pistettä arvojesi mukaisesti. Pelin voittaa 

hän, joka onnistuu keräämään valitsemansa pisteet.

Esittäytykää toisillenne! 

Image 6. The 
future form, 
(Varjus 2019)
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essential, but more important is to describe how certain situations and conditions change over 

time (Mannermaa 1986, 659). In the case of the Tivoli Utopia the year does play an important 

role to unite players´ thoughts about the timespan and guides the envisioning. The second 

task is to create a role in which a player enters the Tivoli Utopia. This can be anything; human 

or not human, young or old. The role is described by answering three questions: the name, age 

and how she/he/it is spending time in the Tivoli Utopia. The third task is to select values for 

the role created. This happens by dividing 15 points to four categories: the economic, social, 

activity and environmental values. The values are seen as an important theme in the futures 

studies, where the role of the values in the futures studies is more emphasized than in the 

social sciences generally and the thought that the futures studies should influence the future 

society so that it is essentially different from the past, expressly a better one (Mannermaa 

1986, 659). 

 

THE RAFFLE TICKETS

The Raffle Tickets represent the wild 

cards, the black swans and the other 

sudden events that are guiding the playing 

rounds being valid for one round at a time. 

They are representing the rapid systemic 

changes that can’t be precisely predicted.

The Raffle Ticket in the first round is about 

teaching how the Future Forms and the 

point system function. The raffle deals the 

circular economy and all the players get an 

environmental point on their Future Forms.

The Raffle Ticket in the second round is about the common decision making built around the 

roller coaster. The option is either to keep the amusement by everyone paying one penny, 

or to recycle the amusement and remove the card from the game. This creates a different 

motivation for the common decision-making. Some of the players presumably don’t have any 

pennies to spend and some might be more or less eager to keep these super amusements. 

Image 7. The  
Raffle	Tickets,	 

(Varjus 2019)
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The Raffl  e Ticket in the third round can be one of the following: the clown school in which the 

players change their roles, the end of the fossil-based world in which we have to abandon four 

of the amusements, the hiccups in the electricity system which leads players to choose only 

the non-electric amusements or a hacker attack that freezes the universal basic income for 

one round.

The Raffl  e Ticket in the fourth round ends the game due to the fact that the bees die. After 

the last Raffl  e Ticket, which ends the game, the players will have a discussion about how the 

ending feels and what they learned during the game. 

THE WORK AND AMUSEMENT 
CARDS

The Work Cards are representing the 

future ways to earn a desired livelihood. 

In the game, by working the players earn 

pennies and also get points to their Future 

Forms. The professions are chosen based 

on our own intuition about what kind of 

jobs would still be important or brand 

new in the future. The professions you can 

fi nd in the Tivoli Utopia are mapped in the 

fi gure 20. the Tivoli Utopia contents meet 

sustainable development goals. 

The Amusement Cards are all about having 

fun while tackling wicked problems of 

the future. There can be found various 

tasks in the Amusement cards, such as the 

individual decisions, mutual decisions, 

discussions among few or all players but 

what’s common to all is that they include 

Image 8. The 
Work & Amusement cards, 
(Varjus 2019)
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the economical, social and environmental issues to be solved or taken into consideration in 

the future. By solving these issues, the players get points onto their Future Forms. 

There are three types of amusement cards: 

1. The one penny, basic needs filling, amusements that one can always afford because in the 

beginning of every round the basic income pennies are shared. When choosing these cards 

the players have to quickly ideate solutions to questions dealing with the most basic needs. 

2. The two penny amusements are encouraging the players to solve individually or together 

the various wicked problems from the energy to the circular economy, tackling the climate 

change and finding the wholesome well-being not to forget the building blocks of a 

welfare state of the future.  

3. The one four penny amusement is focusing on sharing the wealth and resources evenly to 

all. 

 

 

THE PENNIES

Pennies are dealt in the beginning of every 

round in a form of the universal basic 

income. The players can also earn pennies 

by working. Their value in the Tivoli Utopia 

is only an indirect one; the players are 

encouraged to work just enough to be able 

to have fun on the amusement rides.

Image 9. The  
Pennies, (Varjus 2019)
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4.2.2 User-game interaction 

To describe the gameplay and the flow of the rounds; The game starts by listening a 

background story and rules and then continuing to the actual playing. The actual gameplay 

consists of four rounds, each starting by taking a Utopia Raffle Ticket valid for one playing 

round. On one’s own turn, the players get to choose a Work Card and earn Value Points and 

pennies while practicing various jobs or choose a Amusement Card and get Value Points while 

having fun and tackling wicked problems and making decisions based one’s values. After 

playing the players are encouraged to reflect back to one’s choices and the way the individual 

players were pursuing their goals. The aim is that players first gain tangible understanding 

about the futures visioning in general and secondly get the experience to influence the 

future. In a broader context the goal of the game is to bring the positive futures thinking and 

visioning as a incremental part of studying and promote open discussion culture.

The combination of the game objects and the mechanics with the actions taken by the users, 

results in the user-game interactions (Degirmenci 2017 2). In the case of the Tivoli Utopia 

the interaction between players and the game happens tivoli that represents a living lab or a 

closed ecosystem with its own rules that are provoking players to make choices and decisions 

according to their own values and to vision creative solutions for wicked problems happening 

around them. All this visioning is designed to happen through a co-working and discussion. 

The actual gameplay consists of four rounds, each starting by taking a Utopia Raffle Ticket 

which presents a black swan or a wild card valid for one playing round. On one’s own turn, the 

players get to choose a Work Card and earn Value Points and Pennies while practicing various 

jobs or choose a Amusement Card and get Value Points while having fun and tackling wicked 

problems and making decisions based one’s values. 

Also the enjoyability in the gameplay was considered according to an example of Degirmenci. 

According to him, if a serious game isn’t easy to use, the interaction with the game may not be 

clear and this can affect the game’s ability to increase the awareness of the players and could 

lead to an unenjoyable playing experience (Degirmenci 2017, 5). 
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4.2.3 Experiential and instrumental outcomes 

In the case of the Tivoli Utopia the aim is to evoke and educate about the serious matters. The 

desirable outcome of playing the Tivoli Utopia is to engage the users to reflect the decisions 

made in the game into their real lives. 

The experiential outcomes of the Tivoli Utopia playing session are dealing with the game´s 

capability to carry out the notion that the future doesn’t just happen but is instead something 

that we all can affect and secondly, the capability to guide the players in envisioning 

alternative sustainable futures. 

The first expected experiential outcome comes across the narrative that emphasises the 

transition of the whole society into a more sustainable living system. The second expected 

experiential outcome comes through the tasks that are encouraging the players to act for that 

transition

The instrumental outcome of the Tivoli Utopia  is to bring the positive futures thinking 

and visioning as a incremental part of studying and promote an open discussion culture. 

This outcome of the Tivoli Utopia giving tools to imagine the possible futures and helps to 

moderate the discussion about the different practical utopias; the desirable, feasible and 

societal designs of the future. For this outcome to happen, it needs to be first in use for a 

relatively long period of time, and then to be evaluated.

To summarise this chapter, it presented the 
Tivoli Utopia, which is the design contribution 
of my thesis.   
 

Next, I will turn to the research design. 
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5.  
Research  

design

Image 10.. Playing the  
Tivoli Utopia. (Varjus, 2019) 
 
Image	11.	Doind	the	affinity	 
diagram. (Varjus, 2019)
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They key element in gathering data lies in the playing 
sessions with two groups, representing the core audience, 
10-20 year old young. In addition, the game is played with 
three expert groups. The aim of these sessions is to validate 
the game from the pedagogical performance, the gameful 
experience	and	the	scientific	truthfulness	points	of	view.

This chapter starts by outlining the research topic and the 
objectives, describing the action research method and the 
chosen data collection methods: observation, questionnaires 
and focus group discussions. Alongside, I am explaining how 
the	data	was	gathered	and	analysed	by	using	an	affinity	
diagram as a method to investigate the three research 
objectives. To conclude this chapter, I am presenting the 
challenges of my study.  
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5.1 Research topic and objectives  

The research task in my thesis is to study and analyse a serious game, the Tivoli Utopia, and 

it’s playing experience from the empirical point of view. I.e. I am exploring the Tivoli Utopia’s 

capabilities as a tool for envisioning alternative sustainable futures. 

What makes this thesis research relevant, even if the futures-oriented games  

are widely researched discipline, is that it touches three gaps in the research:   

(See also section 3.4. Brief introduction to the relevant fields of research and frameworks.) 

1. Kasurinen and Knutas (2018) are recalling the need of the game research to collect 

evidence on the practical applications and point out their impact. My research aims to 

respond to this need by presenting one practical application, the Tivoli Utopia, which 

applies the sustainability into a format of a serious game. 

2. Hamari and Koivisto (2019) are pointing out the gap in the gamification research: it is still 

lacking the coherence in the research models, and a consistency in the variables and the 

theoretical foundations. My research collects evidence on the practical applications and 

their impact as the Tivoli Utopia is designed and analysed according to Degirmenci’s 

serious game research model (2017). 

3. Stanitsas, Kirytopoulos and Vareilles (2019) are presenting the development of the 

experimental studies that systematically uncover the key features that are useful in 

promoting the holistic learning as one possible direction for the future research. My 

research aims to cover this by creating and studying in a form of a practical and tangible 

collaborative learning experience and method. 

Hence, in my study I am contributing to the reservoir of the existing studies and complement 

it by presenting one unique exemplar in the genre of the futures visioning games. This 

work also brings new information for the design practitioners and the scholars driven by 

the interest towards the games, the futures and the sustainability by presenting the design 

drivers for a sustainability related, serious game and the practical game design guidelines 

for the futures envisioning game design. Furthermore, my work contributes also in to the 
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academic discussion on the futures-oriented, serious games by presenting empirical material 

and provides an exemplar of the combination and the utilisation of the game design and the 

futures studies.

In a practical level, in my thesis I am exploring the possibilities that a serious game can 

bring into the holistic education about the sustainable futures. The initial research goes as 

follows: How can a serious design game help creating understanding and guide the envisioning 

of alternative sustainable futures? This question is investigated by conducting and collecting 

evidence on a practical application and on its performance, characteristics and experiential 

outcomes. 

More specifically I am studying and collecting evidence about a particular application, the 

Tivoli Utopia. This frames my sub research question: How does the Tivoli Utopia discussion 

game work as a tool for envisioning alternative sustainable futures with the aimed core audience, 

10-20 years old young? 

In order to cover the sub research question it is observed through three lenses i.e. the 

objectives that are to be investigated first through the different data collection and the 

analysing practices and are then combined by using the affinity diagram method.

O1: To explore how the Tivoli Utopia performs as a gamified experience.

O2: To inquire how potential future envisioning tool the Tivoli Utopia is. 

O3: To validate how the Tivoli Utopia conveys the sustainability message. 
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Figure 15. Research process (adapted from 
Swann 2002, 53)

 

The research process follows an adaption of six steps that guide the design process 

 introduced by Swann (2002, 53). Alongside with these steps, also how these steps are walked 

through is described.

The steps  
of the 

research 
process:

The execution:

1. Problem 
identification

2. Analysis of 
the problem

3. Synthesis 
of the 

possible 
solutions 

5. Production 
of the design

6. Evaluation 
and revision    

    of the 
process

4. Execution 
of the design

Step 1. is described in a form of the 
research question and the objectives.

Step 2. will be achieved 
by analysing the data 
from observation, 
questionnaires and focus 
group discussions.  

Step 3. is mapped 
by	using	the	affinity	
diagram tool.

Steps 4. & 5. are 
composed in a 
designer driven 
manner according to 
the	findings	and	the	
design drivers. 

Step 6. is executed 
after	the	finalised	and	
published version of 
the Tivoli Utopia. 
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5.2 Action research methodology 
 

 

This study is an open-ended and an explorative one. This means that the end result is open 

and the study is conducted without a strict hypothesis that would theb be under investigation. 

It belongs to the applied research and within the applied research to the branch of the action 

research. As a methodological framework action research enables me as the researcher to 

reflect and evaluate the actual design that is to be novel to the designer, to the client and to 

the field of design as well (Muratovski 2016, 190-191, 195). 

Kemmis, the emeritus professor of professional practice, learning and education, classifies 

three different types of the action research: the technical, the practical and the critical. These 

are drawn from the Habermas´s (1972, 1974) theory of knowledge-constitutive interests:  

1. Technical action research guided by an interest in improving control over outcomes.

2. Practical action research guided by an interest in educating or enlightening the 

practitioners so they can act more wisely and prudently.

3. Critical action research guided by an interest in emancipating people  and groups from the 

irrationality, injustice and harm or suffering.  

(Kemmis 2009, 469.)

In this classification my study belongs to the practical action research, which is again divided 

into two by Muratovski (2016, 192) as he widens the practical action research to the practice-

based and the practice-led research. In this division, my study falls into the practice-based 

practical action research where the investigation focuses in new knowledge.

The design process of the iteration of the Tivoli Utopia is self-directed, because the players 

involved are treated as the subjects as they are in a roles of practitioners who are given a 

voice and a capability for action (Kemmis 2009, 469). In other words, the players of the Tivoli 

Utopia have also an effect to the end result. In this research, there is, as Kemmis describes a 

relationship between the research practitioner and the participants involved in and affected 

by the practice (ibid.). 
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Muratovski sums up three key things of the action research: 

1.  The subject matter should be situated in a social practice that needs to be changed.

2.  The researcher collaborates in this participatory activity.

3.  The project proceeds through a cyclic spiral of planning, acting,  

     observing and reflecting.

(Muratovski 2016, 193)

These key things go hand in hand with my study as the subject matter is about a social 

practise, discussion related to visioning the futures. Also I am, as the researcher, taking 

action in the participatory activity as my role is to be a facilitator, observator and designer 

(Muratovski 2016, 196). This means that alongside studying the Tivoli Utopia through the 

chosen data collection also my own perception and observation as a designer is present 

throughout the analysis.

 

My research process follows the iterative nature of the action research, as I am reflecting 

the current situation, creating an intervention to change the situation and reflecting 

the intervention. After that, the whole process is iterated (Kemmis 2009).  Through this 

process the aim is to create knowledge through practice by gaining better understanding 

from each cycle by reflecting what I have learned and developed in my practice through the 

iteration.  The learning happens through the chosen data collection methods, observation, 

questionnaires and focus group discussions by gathering data related to the predefined issues 

to investigate but also my own interpretations as a researcher and as a designer of the Tivoli 

Utopia is important part in learning and finding surprising and unpredictable problems, 

opportunities, insights, needs or themes around which no guiding questions haven’t been 

created. After the iteration the results are to be observed, analysed and acted upon. 

I hope that this research brings new information for the design practitioners and the scholars 

driven by the interest towards the games, futures and sustainability. 
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5.3 Multi-method data  
      collection and the  
      sample selection

The multimethod research is based on the idea that using 

more than one method during the data collection or analysis 

phase, a study can be more useful than using just a single 

method (Schutz et al. 2009, 244 in Muratovski 2016, 40) 

enabling also studying new theories by combining data 

in a new ways (Muratovski 2016, 40). On top of this the 

data collection in the action research is closely related 

to the design process itself. In this case it means the way 

facilitation, observation and discussion are pursued. In 

this particular research the data collection methods were 

chosen because they support each other in investigating the 

research objectives. A versatile set of methods also reduces 

the risks of biased conclusions since the sampling size is 

relatively small. 

The data for my research is obtained from the student 

playing sessions with two groups representing the core 

audience, young people between 10 – 20 years. In addition, 

the game is played with three expert groups for testing 

and improving the Tivoli Utopia’s gameful experience, 

the future envisioning capabilities and the sustainability 

literature derived contents.  

 

Focus group 
discussion

Observing the 
playing sessions

Student sessions:
Kulosaari highschool &
Vantaa dance school

Questionnaires

Observing the 
playing sessions

Expert session:
BIOS

Focus group 
discussion

Observing the 
playing sessions

Expert session:
Youth Academy

Focus group 
discussion

Observing the 
playing sessions

Expert session:
Service Design Network

Figure 16. Data collection and sampling (Varjus, 2019)   
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The first student group playing session was with Kulosaari Junior High School’s course which 

was boardly named as a science-course. Within this session four Tivoli Utopia game tables 

were set up for 26 students to play in pairs of two.

The second student group playing session was with Vantaa Dance School’s students who had 

an upcoming dance piece about the climate change and wanted an introduction into the topic 

along with the inspirational playing session. Within this session two Tivoli Utopia games 

tables were set up for all together 11 students. The older ones (17-19 years old) played as 

individual players and the younger ones (10-15 years old) played in pairs. 

The first expert group playing session was with Service designer’s network, which consists 

of professional service designers. This session brought the insights about the gamified 

workshops and the facilitating methods. In this session there were 25 participants playing 

at four different game tables. We, I and the volunteers from the network, co-facilitated the 

playing sessions and I focused on observing one particular game table in order to collect 

insights for this thesis. After the playing session I also held the focus group discussion.

The second expert group playing session was with Youth Academy, which is an non-profit 

organization working on building bridges between young people and the society. This session 

brought know-how about the pedagogical practices especially with the right target group. 

In this session there were two executive directors from Youth Academy and six young adults 

who are working with Youth Academy’s projects. With this particular group I facilitated and 

observed one game session that was played in four pairs. The focus of this session was to find 

out how these young adults who are teaching and facilitating various lectures and workshops 

to the high school students think that the game functions as an futures envisioning tool. 

After the playing session I also held the focus group discussion.

Third expert group playing session was with BIOS, which is an independent, multidisciplinary 

research unit studying the effects of the environmental and the resource factors on the 

Finnish society. This session reviewed and assured the scientific facts that are presented in 

the game. In this session there were two researchers who participated and commented the 

game from the scientific point of view alongside their own experience about bringing up 

similar kind notions and actions to be taken in order to transform the mindsets and the whole 

society towards more sustainable ways of living our lives. After the playing session I also held 

the focus group discussion. 
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5.3.1 Observing the playing sessions  

Observation is a qualitative and an exploratory method that requires alert and systematic 

recording (Hanington & Martin 2012, 120) and is pursued via field notes, documenting events, 

phenomena and behaviour (Muratovski 2016, 153). The purpose of observation is to collect 

data from the playing sessions, in this case about the behaviours, the interactions between 

players and the gameplay in general. This is the kind of data that can not be just asked 

from the participants and for that reason is to be noticed during the playing sessions. The 

observation happens with an open mind, complemented by a guiding set of questions to keep 

in mind while executing the observation. Despite this fairly informal structure, observation 

should be a systematic, careful and well-documented process (Ibid). In this study, the data 

is collected through the field notes, sketches, audio recordings and statistics, e.g. the sample 

sizes and the ages of the participants. 

Conducting observation this way puts also the designer herself into the role of an eyewitness 

who is recording what she is observing in a systematic fashion. (Madden 2010, 96-97 in 

Muratovski 2016, 65). As it is important to observe carefully what happens during the playing 

sessions, it’s also important to observe what doesn’t happen (Stickdorn, Lawrence, Hormess 

& Schneider 2018), e.g. in this case how the rules are obeyed or the tasks are accomplished.

The planning of the observation included planning the sample size, the spatial aspects and 

formulating a guiding set of issues to be observed. The sample size in the student group 

observations varied from 11 to 25, depending on the group. The sampling was chosen by the 

diversity of the teaching environments. The sample size in the expert group observations 

varied from two to ten and 25, depending on the group size.

As the artefacts of the place and the spatial design has an influence on people’s behaviour 

(Muratovski 2016, 64). For this reason spatial issues were considered and a safe and inspiring 

environment was created. The spatial dimensions were considered as the playing sessions 

with the students were held in their own classrooms and the playing sessions with experts 

were selected to be cosy and safe environments, without any distractions or other factors that 

could have a negative effect to the experience. (Muratovski 2016, 64).
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The key themes observed are described in the section 6.1. Data analysis, where the ways how the 

collected data is organised to support the research objectives are explained. The guiding questions 

for the observations can be found in: Appendix 2. Observation questions

5.3.2 Questionnaires as a survey instrument 

Survey is a quantitative research method to collect, among other things, people’s opinions, 

desires, attitudes and experiences (Muratovski 2016, 110). Surveys can be divided into 

structured interviews and questionnaires. The questionnaires serve the study in collecting 

self-report information in a written form (Hanington & Martin 2012, 140) as the data 

collection process involves acquiring information from the desired group of people by asking 

them questions and then arranging the answers in a structured and systematic manner 

(Muratovski 2016, 110). There are two types of questions: open-ended questions that provide 

the opportunity for the deep-level responses and closed questions that give the insights 

that can be analysed and presented in a numerical form (Hanington & Martin 2012, 140). 

The purpose of the questionnaire in this study was to map the readiness, the suitability and 

the performance of the Tivoli Utopia as an envisioning tool to be used with the aimed core 

audience. 

Planning of the questionnaires included formulating the questions and analysing the answers. 

The aim of the questionnaire before the playing session was to find out the familiarity of 

gamified and/or future-related educational activities and the motivation towards the futures 

thinking in the school environment from the individual teacher’s point of view. 

The aim of the questionnaire after the playing session was to find out about the Tivoli Utopia’s 

take on as a futures visioning tool. This is closely linked to the second research objective that 

is set to investigate how potential future envisioning tool the Tivoli Utopia is. It is also worth 

mentioning that since all of the teachers who welcomed the playing session are most likely 

very open to the multidisciplinary and experiential learning materials. 

The questionnaires were conducted with the Google Forms -tool and sent to the teachers 

before and after the playing session. The questionnaires are a combination of the closed 

and the open-ended questions: in the questionnaire before the game there are 3 closed and 
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5 open-ended questions and in the questionnaire after the game there are 4 closed and 12 

open questions. The answers from these questionnaires were written on the sticky-notes and 

combined into the affinity diagram. 

The key questions of the questionnaires are described in section 6.1. Data analysis, where the 

ways of how the collected data is organised to support the research objectives are explained. 

The questionnaires can be found in: Appendix 3. Questionnaire before the game and Appendix 

4. Questionnaire after the game.

5.3.3 Focus group discussions

Focus group discussion is a qualitative interview research method in which the researcher 

invites a group of people together and discusses with them about a specific matter. The aim 

is to create understanding of the perceptions, opinions, ideas and attitudes towards the topic 

under the discussion (Stickdorn et al. 2018). In a focus group discussion there usually is a set 

of open-ended questions that are guiding the discussion which in turn is to be handled in a 

conversational manner basing in the group dynamics that it creates (Muratovski 2016, 61). A 

good group dynamic is created when the participants accept one another as peers and there’s 

no fear of being judged. This way the participants share openly their experiences, stories, 

memories, perceptions, wants, needs and fantasies (Hanington & Martin 2012, 92). 

The planning of the focus group included formulating the questions for the discussion 

themes. The sample size of the focus groups are the same as in the expert playing sessions, 

from 2 - 25 and there were three focus group discussions altogether. The aim of the focus 

group was to get deeper insights about the game´s pedagogical performance, the gameful 

experience and the scientific truthfulness. 

The focus group sessions were held right after the playing sessions and they took 30-40  

minutes. Three different interview templates were used based on the group’s field of expertise. 

The focus group discussion with Service Design network was about the gamified workshops 

and the facilitating methods, the one with Youth Academy was about the pedagogical point of 

view and the one with BIOS was about the sustainability message the game inholds. The data 

was collected through the audio recordings that were later transcripted. 
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The purpose of the focus group discussions was to validate and get the insights from the 

experts of service design, sustainability and educational contents. The themes of each focus 

group discussion are described in the section 5.1. Data analysis, where the ways of how the 

collected data is organised to support the research objectives are explained. The focus group 

discussion themes can be found in Appendix 5. Focus Group Questions 

 

 

5.4 Qualitative data analysis by using  
						affinity	diagram	as	a	tool		
The affinity diagram is a technique developed by an anthropologist Jiro Kawakita in the 

1980’s. It is one answer to the dilemma about data framed by Hanington & Martin: “as long 

as the data is stored in minds or in the transcripts, there is the difficulty of synthesizing 

what has been observed and learned” (Hanington & Martin 2010, 12). According to 

Muratovski (2016), the qualitative data analysis process includes three stages: 1) describing, 

2) categorizing and 3) interpreting the data. In this research describing is done through 

transcripting the audio records, transcripts and field notes into the unified form, i.e. as in 

the inductive affinity diagram exercise. In practice, this means that all the research-backed 

insights and observations were written on the individual sticky notes and then clustered from 

the bottom-up based on the affinity. This clustering includes forming the notes into groups, 

to which giving the general and overarching themes and interpreting the data by analysing 

these clustered findings. Once completed, the affinity diagram is referred as the voice of the 

user and a participant in co-design (Hanington & Martin 2010, 12). 

In this research altogether three different affinity diagrams were composed, one for each 

research objective. Each of these affinity diagrams was utilized as follows: firstly, the 

collected data was divided into the individual sticky notes, secondly, the sticky-notes were 

clustered into the sub groups that were then clustered again under the thematic topics and, 

thirdly, these thematic clusters gave responds to the research objectives. The benefit of this 

analysing method comes from keeping the design team grounded in the data as they design 

(Hanington & Martin 2012, 92) and therefore this straightforward method fits well on the 

research process, where the aim is to develop the game closely with the research process. 
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5.5. Challenges 
 

During the process i have recognized few possible challenges. 

As my study is an open-ended one, there might be delays or outcomes that bring up 

unforeseen challenges. The action research as a method has its own challenges since it is not 

easily repeated and therefore the results are not confident, especially with a small sample size. 

Another challenge is the art of observation and the people who are being observed know that 

the researcher is present and that they are currently being observed (Stickdorn et al., 2018). To 

manage this “observer effect”, that might have an influence on how the participants behave 

(Ibid). In my research the observation is done without any intervention from the researcher’s 

point but being in a role of a facilitator who guides, helps and inspires during the playing 

sessions. 

The challenge with the questionnaires is that, as all the self-report instruments, they may 

not contain the truest thoughts of the replicants. To avoid this, the careful design and the 

administration of the surveys is required. For this reason, the research data was constructed 

only partly from the questionnaires, pairing it with the data observation. 

The challenge with the focus group is that the results doesn’t reflect the entire population´s 

opinions (Hanington & Martin 2012, 92). Also, ‘the observers effect’ is present as the 

researcher’s opinions might affect the discussion and, in addition, the concept of the ‘group 

think’ might occur, leading the participants being  influenced by the most powerful person(s) 

in the group (Stickdorn et al,. 2018). 

Next I’ll focus on the analysis and presenting  
the	findings.
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6.
Research analysis 

and	fi	ndings	

Image 12 & 13. Playing the 
Tivoli Utopia (Varjus, 2019)
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In	this	chapter	I	am	first	describing	the	data	analysis;	
How	the	different	data	combinations	are	formed	to	
investigate	the	three	different	research	objectives	
through	three	affinity	diagrams.	Next,	I	am	presenting	
the	findings	in	three	sections	that	follows	the	same	
structure as the objectives. FIrst one is dealing with the 
gamified	experience,	second,	the	Tivoli	Utopia	as	a	tool	
for envisioning and, third, the sustainability message. In 
the	last	section	I	summarise	the	key	findings	in	a	form	
of	a	list.	These	findings	will	be	then	used	as	the	material	
for	the	next	chapter	where	these	findings	are	to	be	
discussed	and	reflectrd	against	to	the	theory.	
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Focus group 
discussion

AFFINITY DIAGRAM 2: 
Visioning 

AFFINITY DIAGRAM 3: 
Sustainability

Observing the 
playing sessions

Student sessions:
Kulosaari highschool &
Vantaa dance school

Questionnaires

Observing the 
playing sessions

Expert session:
BIOS

Focus group 
discussion

Observing the 
playing sessions

Expert session:
Youth Academy

Focus group 
discussion

Observing the 
playing sessions

Expert session:
Service Design Network

OBJECTIVE 2:
Visioning

tool
 

OBJECTIVE 3:
Sustainability

message

Figure 3. The research process 
(Varjus, 2019)

The data analysis process 

describes the different 

data combinations, each 

investigating each own 

research objective via 

three different affinity 

diagrams. 
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6.1 Data analysis
The data was analysed through three lenses i.e. the research objectives by using the affinity 

diagram as a tool for conducting the data analysis. In practise, three affinity diagrams were 

composed, each investigating its own research objective. First, all the notions dealing with the 

objectives were collected, clustered and then reorganised alongside creating topics to describe 

those clusters. These results were then written down (See Appendix 6, 7 and 8) for further 

consideration.

6.1.1 Analysis on how the Tivoli Utopia performs  
							as	a	gamified	experience

In order to cover the first objective, the analysis was concluded by using the affinity diagram 

technique by composing it from the observation field notes of all the playing sessions and the 

transcripts from the Service Design Network focus group discussion.  

 

The selection of the data for this affinity diagram was based on the following activities and 

questions:

The playing session observations analysis, focusing on the first three questions:  

1. How does the playing session feel from the point of the players? Do the players take it as a 

play, a gamified experience workshop-like activity or like a real game? What characterizes 

the experience?

2. How does the game perform in terms of the game objects? The open comments 

to the future forms, raffle tickets, cards, points, time and pennies. 

3. How does the game perform in terms of the game mechanics? The open comments to the 

rules and the game flow; does the game work better when played in pairs or when played 

by individuals?
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The gathered data considered mostly the game flow, the group dynamics and detail the level 

notions about the particular game mechanics and objects. A great deal of the findings were 

about the experience, which was perceived as fun and insightful. The findings implied that 

the Tivoli Utopia has potential as an educational tool for envisioning. It also occurred that 

a motivated group of participants is required in order to create a deep-level discussion and 

experience.

 
 
 
6.1.2 Analysis on how the Tivoli Utopia’s potential as a future  
        envisioning tool

In order to cover the second objective, the analysis was conducted by using the affinity 

diagram technique by composing it from the questionnaire answers and from the transcripts 

of the Youth Academy focus group discussion.

The Service Design Network Focus group discussion analysis, focusing on  

the all interview questions.

1. How was the experience about the Tivoli Utopia discussions game from the gamification 

point of view?  

2. Who / what target group would you play this game with? How would you tweak the game 

to fit those needs better?

3.  From the viewpoint of the facilitation and the gamification, do you have any comments on 

the specific game objects or game mechanics? What?
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 The main questions are, in the Questionnaire before the game:

5.   How would you describe your needs and/or motivations for the sustainable  

       futures oriented teaching materials?
 

7.   What kind of value could the practical tools for visioning sustainable futures  

       bring to your work?

 The main questions are, in the Questionnaire after the game: 

11.   How would you describe the Tivoli Utopia game from the pedagogical point  

        of view? 
 

12.   How would you describe the need for guidance and facilitation of the Tivoli  

        Utopia session?
 

15.   What are the benefits that this specific Tivoli Utopia -game could bring to  

         teaching?

Youth Academy Focus group discussion analysis, focusing on the following interview 

questions.

1. How does the future visioning work out for the viewpoint of the aimed core audience, 14 - 

20 year old young? 

2. How does the Tivoli Utopias utopia narrative feel like? Is it more like a framework to 

elaborate utopias on or is it just a backgroudstory? 

3. How would you describe the Tivoli Utopia as an envisioning tool in a school context? What 

does it require from the students? What does it require from the teacher / faciitator?  

The selection of the data for this affinity diagram was based on the following activities and 

questions:
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The gathered data considered mostly the experiential dimensions and the way the Tivoli 

Utopia is adapted. The key finding is that the Tivoli Utopia has the capability to carry out the 

notion that the future doesn’t just happen but is instead something that we all can affect. The 

data dealing with the teachers point of view implied that the Tivoli Utopia has potential as 

an educational tool for envisioning, but visioning the radical futures and understanding the 

concept of utopias is a hard topic and requires a lot also from the teacher or the facilitator. 

6.1.3 Analysis on how the Tivoli Utopia conveys the  
        sustainability message

Figure 25. Data analysis of the third objective (Varjus, 2019)  

In order to cover the third objective, the analysis was concluded by using the affinity diagram 

technique by composing it from the observation field notes of all the playing sessions and the 

transcripts of the BIOS focus group discussion. 

The selection of the data for this affinity diagram was based on the following activities and 

questions:

The student and the expert playing session observations analysis, focusing on the last 

three of the guiding themes under the observation: 

1. What kind of word does this game paint from the sustainability point of view? Does it feel 

credible? Is it tangible and interesting to the designated core audience? 

2. How does the Tivoli Utopia´s utopia feel like? Is it more like a framework to elaborate 

utopians on or is it a strong narrative that presets things?  

3. How does the future visioning work out? How is the level of ideating aligned with the types 

of alternative futures presented in the future´s cone? Do the players get to challenge their 

own creativity during the game?
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The BIOS Focus group discussion analysis, focusing on the following interview 

questions:

1. How does the Tivoli Utopia meet the current scientific consensus about the sustainability 

related topics? Is there something missing, is there something  to be improved? 

2. How does the Tivoli Utopia´s utopia feel like? Is it more like a framework to elaborate 

utopians on or is it a strong narrative that presets things? 

3. From the viewpoint of the content and the sustainable futures, do you have comments on 

the specific game objects or game mechanics? What?

The gathered data considered mostly the game flow and the group dynamics and detailed the 

level notions about the particular game mechanics and objects. A great deal of the findings 

dealt with the experience as it was perceived as fun and insightful. The findings implied that 

the Tivoli Utopia has potential as an educational tool for envisioning. It also occurred that 

the Tivoli Utopia requires a motivated group of participants in order to create a deep-level 

discussion and experience. 

The gathered data considered sustainability derived contents. There were strong notions 

about the sustainability message being valid. However, there were many notions that in order 

to help creating a better understanding and motivation about the sustainability, these topics 

dealt with in the game should be discussed in a deeper manner.
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6.2	The	Tivoli	Utopia	as	a	gamified	 
      experience 
 

To find out how the Tivoli Utopia performs as a gamified experience included analysing all the 

playing sessions alongside with the focus group discussion with the Service design network. 

When compared the findings to Ellington´s classification about games(2012), the Tivoli Utopia 

falls under the category simulation / games. It was proven to be a combination of both, a game 

with rules and the element of competition and simulation that represents a real-life situation. 

Simultaneously it’s also a real serious game not just a gamelike activity with some added 

gamified elements. 

The findings in the next subsections are presented by using an adaptation of  Degirmenci’s 

serious game research model (see figure 13, page 64) and Parlett´ rule analysis (see Figure 14, 

page 73). 

 

 

 
6.2.1 Game design elements: mechanics and objects 
 

 

FINDINGS OVER THE NARRATIVE

The narrative about the anthropocenic future, which is strongly present in the background 

story, the raffle tickets, the work and amusement cards, is accepted and considered as plausible 

among the players. It works as a base to elaborate own futures and utopias on. Although the 

narrative was understood, it varied by the group how easy or hard it is to keep it in mind while 

playing. Some groups tend to have the narrative in top of mind and they made also the decisions 

based on it whereas some groups were more focused on just accomplishing the tasks. Also, 

some game objects are emphasizing the narrative more than the others. This again 
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FINDINGS OVER THE RULES 

The way the players are playing the game, i.e. the operational rules, appears on how role 

creation and the actual playing round including the strategies to collect points and discussion 

between and after the game are pursued. The Raffle Tickets in the beginning of the rounds are 

read, respected and acted upon. The rounds are played fluently including the card selections 

and performing tasks. The debates, the decision-making and the discussion around the tasks 

and about the players´ strategies are positive and cheering rather than disputing. When the 

game ends, the points are counted and the discussion about the winner (the one who gets the 

most points) are done in a collaborative manner. 

There are also some hiccups in the operational rules. The players tend to select the work cards 

in order to collect pennies, even if the written rules and the facilitator state that the aim is to 

have fun as much as possible, i.e. to select the amusement cards when possible and to focus 

on collecting points into the future forms. Also the scientific terms, i.e. circular economy, 

geo engineering, GDP, redistribution of wealth etc, are not understood entirely and for that 

reason might affect to the concepts and ideas created during the playing session. These 

hiccups aren’t preventing playing but add a layer of confusion into the game and by doing so, 

undermines the credibility of the game. 

The foundational rules i.e. how the points are given by other players for accomplishing tasks 

is based on a common decision. The players treat each other kindly; the points are given 

generously to all the ideas weather they are light or deep-level ideas.

Observing the behavioural, unwritten rules, of the game brought up the finding that the 

players are playing in one unified team with a minimum level of competition. They are also 

helping each other in the difficult tasks and the common decision-making goes fluently.  
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“In many of the playing sessions the common 
decision weather the Roller Coaster is kept in the 
game was solved so that the ones who didn’t 
have pennies got a loan from the ones who had 
more. In some cases the richer players paid for 
the poorer. In one game there was a solution that 
if the Roller Coaster is kept, the ones who paid for 
it got the privilege to take it. In one game it was 
decided that players are taking a loan from the 
bank and the payback was carried out so that 
everyone promised to go to work during the next 
round.” – My own observation note 

 

The written rules were easy to understand but explaining them in the beginning of the game 

did not seem to be enough since the players kept forgetting them during the playing session.  

There were also the inspiring new ideas that emerged during the actual playing or while 

having the focus group discussions. These ‘House rules’ were mostly about tweaking towards 

a more playable experience. The most essential house rules that were suggested was: 1) The 

Future Forms could have ready-made personas and values, 2) Not limiting the playing turns 

and rounds with the hourglass, i.e. not to take time but to allow deep conversations and 3) 

Nominating one player to be the bank and one person to be the time taker. 

 

FINDINGS OVER THE DYNAMICS BETWEEN THE PLAYERS

There are many elements in the Tivoli Utopia that requires collaboration, for example shared 

decision making, mentoring each others and ideating together. In general these collaborative 

tasks are pursued in a good spirit. The idea of playing as individuals, but still not against each 

other was taken a positive aspect. 
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[When	in	the	second	raffle	ticket	the	players	have	to	choose	
if they want to keep the roller coaster in the game and pay a 
penny each, or put the amusement ride into the recycling i.e. 
remove it from the game.] 

“We had to talk about if we are taking the 
responsibility collectively or not.”  
– Participant from Youth Academy playing session

 

Another important finding was that it was somewhat scary and insecure for the younger 

players to play alone versus playing with a pair. Also, when playing in pairs also the 

educational point of deciding together is present. 

 

Player	1:	“(The	Tivoli	Utopia	is)	Really	difficult.	
There might be situations that you get a card and 
then you can’t think of anything. Especially if you 
play alone not with a pair.”   
– Participant from Youth Academy playing session

 

Player 2: “But, If we think this in the school class 
context, there’s also the teacher involved and he 
can help students and ask the guiding questions.” 
– Participant from Youth Academy playing session

The cards are also facilitating the game, by instructing and guiding the players but a facilitator 

is needed, even when playing with the older participants (adults). The facilitator´s task is 

not to lead but to guide the collaborative action in the gameplay. The group´s take on and the 

capability to act accordingly to the game rules and the requirements of the teacher / facilitator 

of the playing session.  
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“This game is more self-guiding than many other 
board games because this game´s core isn´t in 
the mechanics and all the cards are guiding the 
game and work like “teachers” in the game. A 
good school task goes like the task is quiding 
itself and then the teacher can be just quiding.”  
– Participant from Youth Academy playing session

 

THE FUTURE FORMS

Selecting a year where the players are visiting the Tivoli Utopia is easy to discuss and select. 

The players tend to choose a year between 20 - 35 from the present day, which is a good 

timescale to vision the futures, but the ideas along the way aren’t so fixed in the year. The role 

creation functions, but the there’s a variety on how imaginative they are. This role creation 

ought to be helped, for example the facilitator could show or tell few examples, or have even 

ready-made roles. The values are easy to select and divide into points accordingly, but it’s not 

clear from the beginning that the values are also the points to be collected during the game. 

 
 
 
THE RAFFLE TICKETS

The raffle tickets are important objects that are structuring the game rounds. They also inhold 

the conflicts that are the “educational points” as the players have to make a common decision 

or tolerate the rapid changes they bring. The last, the game ending, raffle ticket is a dystopian 

one; The whole tivoli has been commanded to move to Mars. The players liked the variability 

the Raffle Tickets bring into the game. They also bring the rhythm to the facilitation of the 

game. 
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[After	the	last	Raffle	Ticket	it	is	announced	that	the	Tivoli	Utopia	

is sent to Mars]  
Player 1: “It feels absolutely terrible because even 
if there are some gene-manipulated plants and 
animals, they are not the same that we have 
been used to while living on Earth. Everything is 
strange. Life is controlled and you can mostly be 
just indoors and watch the nature documentaries 
about Earth.”  
– Participant from BIOS playing session

Player 2: “I’d like to know what happened to 
Earth. Is It still ok and existing. ...Luckily there’s 
still the smuggling business so I’ll sneak back to 
Earth in a cargo spaceship! There’s just too much 
hierarchy and battle about the scarce resources. 
Next week I’ll hitchhike back to the Tivoli.”  
– Participant from BIOS playing session

 
 

 
THE WORK & AMUSEMENT CARDS 

There are four kind of cards: the work cards and the one, two and four pennies costing the 

amusement cards. The division between the cards seems to be clear and also the fact that 

from working the players earn money and points and from the amusements only points. 

What is not so clear is that from the amusement cards the players earn a lot of points, which 

are important for filling the value score cards of the Tivoli Forms. The reasoning behind this 

is that people shouldn’t work just for the money but working should also give enjoyment 

and meaningfulness to people. But the work cards that are presenting the future jobs are 

interesting to the players. 
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The one penny amusement cards are the most chosen ones, possibly because they are 

affordable. The two and four penny amusement cards are taken when the players have enough 

money for them but their tasks are considered to be harder and even if players get more 

money from the two and four penny amusement cards than the one penny amusement cards, 

they choose gladly the one penny cards. 

 

“I played stupidly because I marked on my Tivoli 
form that my goal is to have fun but then I ended 
up mostly working in the game. This is something 
that the game could underline more: people are 
just collecting money and not living up to their 
dreams. As it often goes also in real life.”   
– Participant from BIOS playing session

 

What ought to be improved is the level of discussion. In most cases the cards are read and 

the tasks are done fluently, but there is no planned space for discussion around the events 

described in the cards. 

PENNIES

The pennies make the concept of money tangible and visible. The aimed purpose is to earn 

pennies in just enough to be able to select the Amusement Cards that are prized from one 

penny to six pennies. This action ought to underline the fact that as in real life, collecting 

money is not the point of living but having fun is. Although the aim is not to hoard money 

but to enjoy life, the pennies are the thing the players eagerly collect. The aim to have fun i.e.. 

to favour the Amusement Cards over the Work Cards is communicated through the written 

rules but for some reason the players aren’t obeying this rule. The reasoning might be that 

the players are in general so used to collecting money in playing games or the fact that, as the 

Tivoli Utopia forms this invented society, the players somehow feel that collecting pennies is 

the norm in the Tivoli Utopia.  
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6.2.2 User-game interaction

The experience of the gameplay proved the game to be, first of all, a game, not a play with 

a rigid structure nor a game like activity with added gamiful elements. The level of the 

interaction was to be considered deep and the players were focused and motivated for the 

whole one hour long playing session. 

As planned, the game rewards from the visioning encourage the players to the wild 

envisioning. Also the options of playing as individuals or as in pairs were validated as a 

good solution. The sudden events that the Raffle Tickets and the Amusement Cards bring 

into the game can be considered as the “educational points” as they lead to the common 

decision-making and facing the harsh sacrifices. These events are drawn from the current 

sustainability related literature and are dealing things such as coping with the hiccups in the 

energy distribution, learning to live with less, the redistribution of wealth, the end of the fossil-

based world, the hacker attacks, the biodiversity loss loss and the sudden death of the bees. 

The downside is that the game has some requirements from the players as it works the best 

when played with a motivated group. The game requires an inspired acceptance and the 

motivational skills from its facilitator(s).  

This game is more self-guiding than many other board games because this game´s core isn´t 

in the mechanics and all the cards are guiding the game and work like “teachers” in the 

game. A good school task goes like the task is quiding itself and then the teacher can be just 

overlooking.

“I	liked	that	there	was	the	conflict	in	the	game	
and we had to decide either we keep the roller 
coaster in the game or not; we had to talk about 
if we are taking the responsibility collectively or 
not.” – Participant from Youth Academy playing session 
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6.3 The Tivoli Utopia as a future envisioning tool 

To find out the Tivoli Utopia’s potential as a future envisioning tool included analysing the 

questionnaires to the teachers alongside with the focus group discussion with Youth Academy. 

The findings in the next subsections are presented by using an adaptation of Degirmenci’s 

Serious game research model (see Figure 18. Tivoli Utopia game design framework)

 

 

6.3.1 Experiential outcomes: game adoption

The game proved to be a fun and an insightful experience for the aimed core audience, 10-

20 year old young. The players also took tasks of the game seriously but had still fun while 

playing. This finding about fun based on the amount of laughter and enjoyment that was 

recorded in the observation audiotapes. 

 

“While having fun and seemingly enjoying 
playing, the participants took the game’s 
contents and rules seriously and proceeded in the 
game accordingly.”  
–	Own	note	from	observation	field	notes		

 

The aim of the experiential outcomes was to carry out the notion that the future doesn’t just 

happen but is instead something that we all can affect on. This notion was adopted well by 

the players even if the sustainability and visioning alternative futures seemed to be relatively 

new thing for them. In addition, the players believed without questioning the contents and 

the sustainability derived messages of the game. There was hardly any arguments about 

the future not being influenced by the serious phenomena such as the climate change or the 

biodiversity loss. The players took also the tasks seriously and acted accordingly.  
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Despite the fact that the Tivoli Utopia managed to give inspiration to the futures thinking, 

being radical about the futures ahead was lacking in the ideas and solutions that the players 

created during the playing session. The majority of the ideas and thoughts were on a general 

level, close to the players´ own preferable, probable, plausible and possible levels. (See Figure 

10. The Futures Cone, page 49) Some players, however, were more alert and comfortable about 

visioning and their ideas can be categorised as the preposterous or the potential ones. The 

bold and brave visioning ought to be promoted better in order to support the radical visioning. 

 

“I tried to narrow down the obvious things and 
had	imagined	so	far	that	I	could.	I	also	write	sci-fi	
literature and it sometimes takes an hour to think 
about one sentence.”  
– Participant from Youth academy playing session

 

Besides the futures thinking the concept of utopia is an essential part of the Tivoli Utopia. 

For the players it is framed as a place that doesn’t exist but being something that we can take 

ideas and implement them to our everyday life and thinking. The utopias in the Tivoli Utopia 

were mostly adopted without greater questioning, but also some critiques appeared. Some 

players saw the utopia as it was meant, the method for building the narrative around but felt 

that this utopia was too much influenced by game designers own reflection and vision about 

the futures. 

“This is one possible utopia - - - here we are 
studying just one possible future as here’s 
the framework it’s set up on, how the world is 
organized and then we (the players) are asked to 
think how we have ended here and what we want 
to do here.” 
– Participant from BIOS playing session 
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It’s interesting that the game encourages to the utopia thinking but to me it seems that the 

utopia of the game creators is visible. I mean, for example, there’s the universal basic income 

and the notion of the phenomena based learning. I understand when we are dealing with 

young people we have to define some things, but maybe… I felt there was too much of the own 

utopia, maybe it could be restricting your own thinking. – Participant from Youth academy 

playing session

The Tivoli Utopia was set to take the discussion into as far as possible in line with the design 

domains. It seems that the Tivoli Utopia has the capability to enhance the various design 

domains. As its best the Tivoli Utopia manages to evoke discussion and solutions that infer to 

the domains 3.0 Organizational transformation design and 4.0 Social Transformation design 

is the social transformation. This is a positive signal of the Tivoli Utopia discussion game’s 

potential to become a tool for visioning the transformations towards the sustainable societies.

The Tivoli Utopia responds to the need of the new tools for the sustainability and the 

futures education in general within the Finnish school system. How well the tool works 

depends on the group’s take on and the capability to act accordingly to the game rules and 

the requirements of the teacher / facilitator of the playing session. Also a lot of findings 

complemented the aimed core audience to be the right one also from the pedagogical point of 

view. 

 

6.3.2 Instrumental outcomes: envisioning sustainable futures

The aim of the instrumental outcomes of the Tivoli Utopia’s capability to bring the positive 

futures thinking and visioning as an incremental part of studying and promote an open 

discussion culture is impossible to be studied within the timespan of this thesis study. 

Instead, it requires a relatively long period of time, at least one school semester, and a bigger 

sample size. What can be described is, the Tivoli Utopia playing sessions were seemingly 

strengthening students own trust into visioning their own futures. Many of the young players 

were confused and unsure about their capabilities and knowledge levels before the playing 

session but after the playing session they commented how these uncertainties were won and 

how satisfied they were about their own visioning skills. 
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From the teachers point of view the Tivoli Utopia succeeded in being a potential tool for the 

education of the sustainability and visioning, supporting also players´ own imagination. This 

is an important aspect since the feeling of affecting one’s own future is, according to the 

collected data, lacking among young in general. 

 

“As	such	the	game	isn’t	difficult	but	the	current	
school system doesn’t encourage to imagine 
possible worlds. Like what if, what about, what 
the future could be, what is utopia. The school 
doesn’t encourage to think about this. That’s why 
this is important.”  
– Participant from Youth Academy playing session

 

6.4 The Tivoli Utopia as a sustainability messenger

To find out how Tivoli Utopia was able to convey the sustainability related messages  included 

analysing all of the playing sessions alongside with focus group discussion with BIOS. These 

findings are divided according to the levels of sustainability (see chapter 2.0 Theoretical 

background of the Tivoli Utopia). 

Before presenting the findings it’s noteworthy to point out that there was rather  limited 

amount of observation notes about sustainability related issues. It seemed that the young 

bypassed the difficult terms and concepts and focused more on pursuing tasks. The focus 

group discussion with BIOS instead brought both more insights for developing the game 

further and validated also the actual contents. For this reason it can be presented as a finding 

that the sustainability message is present and valid in Tivoli Utopia. Another general finding 

related to this same issue is that, in order to help to deepen the understanding and create 

motivation related to  sustainability, these topics should be discussed in a deeper manner. One 

hour long playing session is not a wholesome sustainability worksop. Instead it is closer to a 

introduction to envisioning alternative sustainable futures. 
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6.4.1 Social level

Wicked problems, that are very essential phenomena in the social level, were present in 

the discussions, but in a general level. Especially the systemic, interlinked nature of wicked 

problems did not rise into discussions. The social level was comprehended mainly as a social 

well-being and living in harmony with each other. Only few comments were critical about 

helping people who have faced the climate change, e.g. the refugees who have been forced to 

seek livable conditions elsewhere. 

6.4.2 Economical level

According to data it was hard for the players that were representing the core audience to 

imagine other ways to organise the economy except the current capitalistic model. The 

alternatives, such as the participatory or the sharing economy, were seen complimentary 

to the capitalistic model, but not as something that could challenge or replace the current 

system.

“I think the interesting thing was that if we think 
this as a society or economical concept where 
the goals is to have fun and we always get more 
salary…  but in the game we still go to work 
instead of having just fun.”   
– Participant from Service Design Network playing session

 
“This is something that the game could underline 
more: in Tivoli Utopia people are just collecting 
money and not living up their dreams. As it often 
goes also in real life.“  
– Participant from BIOS playing session
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Concepts like universal basic income (UBI), sustainable investing or the circular economy 

were also somewhat unfamiliar phenomena to the young players. The UBI was considered 

like a weekly allowance that keeps on coming evermore. Sustainable investing was considered 

investing in the forest or other natural resources that aren’t creating more harm to the planet. 

Circular economy was linked mainly to the recycling solutions. 

Political aspects were instead strongly present in the discussions, thus the players may 

haven’t been aware of it. I. e. the populistic mindset came through on resisting the climate 

refugees and capitalistic mindset came through proposing – when the second raffle ticket 

forced to make a common decision about keeping or recycling the Roller Coaster – that 

only the ones who are paying for it are allowed to buy the ride and enjoy it. It’s worth 

acknowledging that it’s also a political idea that everyone is doing good. To summarise the 

political aspect, one general finding was that all the players had a good consensus together 

and for that reason significant ideological conflicts were absent. 

 

“For example the roller coaster card where the 1% 
of the population is described as the richest ones. 
How does a high school students comprehend 
the fact there really is a tiny group of people 
basically running the whole world and setting the 
rules. This is solved in the game just like snapping 
fingers,	but	how	does	the	young	understand	how	
this change has been possible? This could be 
discussed in the game; how this redistribution of 
wealth has been enabled?”  
– Participant from BIOS playing session 
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6.4.3 Environmental level

The environmental awareness was in general on a high level among the players representing 

the core audience. The players acknowledged the relatively cruzial state of the planet and the 

fact that the state of the planet is getting worse and worse. Despite the comprehension that 

rapid actions need to be taken there was seemingly no anxiety related to these issues. 

The terminology used in the Tivoli Utopia wasn’t thoroughly familiar to the players but 

the overall meaning of these phenomena e.g. the anthropocene, geoengineering, the CO2 

emissions or the concept of the planetary boundaries were understood. The environmental 

spirited discussions were tangible and raised a lot of opinions. Compared to the tasks that 

were dealing with the social or the economical levels, the environmental discussions were 

deeper and more tangible to tackle. 

6.5	Summary	of	the	findings
The key findings are presented as a list:

1. The utopian narrative about the anthropocenic futures is intriguing and creates a 

framework for the players to incorporate into their playing. The narrative also slips easily 

from one´s mind, if not reminded constantly through the game objects and the other 

players. 

2. The Tivoli Utopia feels and acts like a real game that rewards from the visioning. It 

functions and is played as aimed. The game rounds flow fluently and the players are 

playing in a collaborative mindset. The difficult terms create confusion and keep the 

ideating on a light level. 

3. The game works best when with 10-14 year old players it was played in pairs and with 10-

20 year old players it was played as individuals.  
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4.  The Future Forms are forming the scorecards and as such are the most important game 

directing object in the game. The role creation and connecting the fact that the values set 

in the beginning are the points to be collected during the game.  

5. The Raffle tickets are a good rhythm bringing element that are giving a new focus or a 

theme for the rounds making them different from each other. If there were more Raffle 

Tickets, the game would not be replayable.  

6. The Work and the Amusement Cards are appealing and understood as the central elements 

of the game. But It’s not clear enough that in order to flourish the amusement cards are 

the ones to choose.  

7. A Facilitator is needed, even when playing with the older participants (adults). Also the 

clear written “quick rules” for the players to see during the playing session are needed.  

8. The Radical and the far-sighted futures visioning is hard. Ideating the solutions for 

wicked problems is difficult because it requires imagining how everything is in the future 

and elaborating ideas on top of it among creating a role for a person living in the future 

without too many notions of the present-day living and activities. The playing requires 

motivated and somewhat conscious players. The group dynamics and the motivation 

levels of the core audience affects greatly the quality of the experience. 

9. The sustainability message is present and valid in the Tivoli Utopia and the players take 

both the utopian narrative and the sustainability issues communicated through the game 

design objects seriously and without questioning.  

10. The  levels of the sustainability described in the literature review are valid. Also, these 

themes dealing the sustainability are well adopted among the players, even if it leads 

to facing harsh circumstances. In order to help creating a better understanding and a 

motivation to act, these levels should be discussed in a deeper level.
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7.
Discussion and 

results
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The thesis presents the Tivoli Utopia as a tool for 
envisioning alternative sustainable futures.  It contributes 
to the academic discussion on the futures-oriented, 
serious games by presenting empirical material and 
provides	an	exemplar	that	combines	gamification	and	
the futures studies.

The	following	sections	presents	first	the	discussion	on	
each research objective, and secondly, the results in a 
form of design drivers that guide the iterative design 
process of the Tivoli Utopia. Furthermore these design 
drivers can be applied to other serious games with a 
sustainable focus. Thus this thesis is aimed for both the 
design research scholars and the practitioners. 

Then the limitations of the research, the ethical 
considerations and the future areas for exploration are 
presented	before	the	final	conclusive	section.
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7.1	Discussion	on	the	findings	&	 
     evaluation of research objectives
In my thesis, I was exploring the possibilities that a serious game can bring into the 

educational visioning process about sustainable futures. For this reason the initial research 

was framed as follows: How can a serious design game help to create understanding and guide 

the envisioning of alternative sustainable futures? 

In practice I was investigating a particular application of futures oriented serious game, the 

Tivoli Utopia, and especially how it works as a tool for envisioning alternative sustainable 

futures with its aimed core audience, 10-20 years old young. This was investigated through 

three lenses i.e. the objectives: 

O1: To explore how the Tivoli Utopia performs as a gamified experience.

O2: To inquire how potential future envisioning tool the Tivoli Utopia is.

O3: To validate how the Tivoli Utopia conveys the sustainability message. 

This thesis research offers a twofold contribution. First a detailed analysis about the features 

and the possibilities of a specific exemplar, the Tivoli Utopia. And secondly this work 

contributes to the academic discussion on the futures-oriented, serious games by presenting 

empirical material and bringing new information for the design practitioners and the scholars 

in a form of a set of design drivers for a sustainability related serious game design. 

To answer the initial research question, it seems clear from the data that a serious game 

truly is an influential tool. As an educational tool and a method for envisioning alternative 

sustainable futures it differs for its benefit from the traditional educational contents. 
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Looking at the serious games from a design perspective is a multidisciplinary skills requiring 

action where the designer(s) can also be the expert in the substance. The evaluation of the 

findings reveals that a serious game ought to cover three main aspects: 

 
1.  A well-designed serious game must include well-designed  
    game dynamic and elements that are together creating  
    an enlightening experience.  

2. Visioning ought to be made tangible and easy as it is  
    something that the young players aren’t used to practice. 

3. Emphasise all three levels of sustainability and  
				acknowledge	the	different	possible	mindsets	towards	 
    the sustainability issues.  

The analysing process proved to be a multidimensional and a complex task in order to cover 

the research question in a comprehensive manner. Each of the investigations of the research 

objectives opened a relatively wide field to study and analyse. Nonetheless, I felt that they are 

all important and incremental topics to study as they form a united whole. 

The first objective dealing with the gamification was very essential for my study. Observing 

of the playing sessions turned out to be the most influential method and brought valuable 

insights that answered to the first objective. The fact that the majority of the findings rise 

from the observation field notes leads to the notion that the analysis and the findings are to 

be considered as the designers own interpretation which ought to be validated via further 

research. This is typical for the action research where the researcher collaborates in this 

participatory activity, in this case by taking the roles of a facilitator, an observer and a 

designer (Muratovski 2016, 193). 
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The second objective dealing with the visioning capabilities was an important aspect as 

it is closely linked to the main research question. The questionnaires and the focus group 

discussion turned out to be the suitable methods in gathering the information from both the 

teachers and the young adults experienced in giving lessons to the young. Both of the methods 

brought valuable knowledge and experience about the educational and pedagogical means. As 

I don’t have professional expertise in these issues these methods were especially meaningful. 

The third objective dealing with the sustainability is a cross-cutting theme that can be tracked 

to all game elements and objects. As mentioned already in the findings, there was a limited 

amount of findings dealing with the sustainability. This indicates that the overall message 

about the sustainability was adopted and embraced among the players. Despite of the minimal 

amount of the insights the methods used, the observation of the playing sessions and the 

focus group discussion with the BIOS proved to be good methods. 

What comes to the research method, the practical action research, it carried the research 

process forward nicely . I must agree with the aim of the practical action research, which is 

to educate or enlighten the practitioners so they can act more wisely and prudently (Kemmis 

2009, 7-8).  From the viewpoint of the design research the learnings of this thesis study 

strengthens the trending and widely studied but simultaneously still emerging research upon 

the serious design games. 

7.1.1. Discussion on the Tivoli Utopia’s performance as a  
								gamified	experience 

 

To support this investigation observing the playing sessions was an incremental 

and important part of the whole research supported by other data collection 

methods. The focus group brought the professional level comments that partly 

supported and partly challenged my own opinions about related to gamification. 

Nonetheless, analysing and making the affinity diagram based on the lense of the 

first objective was comprehensive and met the aimed goals of the research. 

The overall finding about the Tivoli Utopia belonging under the category of simulation / 

games (see section 5.2. Findings over Tivoli Utopia’s performance as a gamified experience 

and Ellingtons (2012) seven types of exercises) is an important finding since it has been 
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the aim of the designing process to create a pure game, not a gamelike experience. This 

combination of a game and a simulation creates also a serious game setup that is beneficial for 

the very serious themes dealt in the Tivoli Utopia.  

 

Schell lists three qualities of good game goals. 

1. Concrete, so that the players understand what they are supposed to do in the game,

2. Achievable, so that the players get the feeling that they have the  possibility to achieve the 

goals and

3. Rewarding, so that the players are motivated in achieving the goals.

(Schell 2008, 148). 

In Tivoli Utopia the game indeed rewards the players from visioning in a form of points and 

pennies that are taking the players closer to their individual goals that they have themselves 

set. I would add a fourth quality, dealing with sustainability, to Schell’s listing.  

4. Collaborative spirit between players, so that the achievement of common goals will be 

rewarded. The reasoning behind is that collaborative spirit is also in a key role in achieving 

the sustainability goals in real life. 

The finding over having fun even when dealing with serious issues is an important one. It is 

considered to be an essential factor not only for the digital games but for the serious games 

as well (Liu et al. 2013 in Degirmenci 2017, 3) because it creates a deep and meaningful 

experience. 

 
 
7.1.2. Discussion on the Tivoli Utopia’s potential as a future  
         envisioning tool

To support the investigation of the second objective dealing with the potential as a future 

envisioning tool, the focus group discussion with Youth Academy brought up the comments 

and opinions from a group of young adults experienced in giving workshops and lessons in 

high schools. The questionnaires to the teachers were an additional part but as such they 
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succeeded to bring  the teachers opinions and voice into the research process. When looking 

at the overall research question and also the aims of the design process these insights from 

the teachers are important. Altogether, analysing and making the affinity diagram based on 

the lense of the second objective complemented the findings from the analysis of the first 

objective. 

As it appeared to be hard to understand the concept of the futures, reaching even further to 

deal with the utopias is even harder. The basic notion about utopia, the expression of the 

desire for a better way of being or living (Levitas 2005, 5), that is one of the key elements in 

the narrative, was understood and acted upon. But the utopian, “too good to be true” level 

ideas about the preferred futures were absent. 

Also, the concepts of futures visioning and creating utopias got mixed and interlinked and for 

the players if was impossible to divide these two concepts. Instead, the dystopian elements are 

easy to point out and comprehend as dystopian, e.g. the ending of the Raffle Tickets that are 

about moving to Mars or the whole society dies along with the distinction of the bees.  

 

When looked at the findings against the futures cone it was found out that the radical and far-

sighted futures visioning is hard. In the fig. 18. The futures visioning capabilities of the Tivoli 

Utopia are mapped by using an adaptation of the futures cone by Voros (2017, 7-8). 

As mentioned in the findings, the instrumental outcomes of the Tivoli Utopia’s capability 

Figure 17. The futures visioning 
capabilities of the Tivoli Utopia 
(adapted from Voros, 2003; 
based on an earlier form by 
Hancock and Bezold, 1994)
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to bring the positive futures thinking and visioning as an incremental part of studying and 

promote an open discussion culture can’t be studied within the timespan of this research 

thesis. However, according to the findings, the need for futures visioning is welcomed to the 

school environment and are in line with some of the referred ideas dealt in the theoretical 

background. 

Scranton (2016) stated that we need to deal with how our civilization will adapt to a world after 

the climate change. Hämäläinen (2017) formed the same idea around the concept of renewing 

as he wrote that the whole problem lies in the need for renewing instead of growing since the 

civilization needs to find ways to replace the growth oriented mindset with the sustainable 

well-being and the renewal of the goals. To learn from the mistakes we have made, Ruuska 

(2017) would challenge the whole idea of the capitalism.
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This draws back also to my research topic and my own opinions about the change needed. We 

need a change towards the sustainable lifestyles and to create truly resilient and regenerative 

systems. The instrumental outcomes of playing the Tivoli Utopia are aimed to be one solution 

in creating this change. Yet this phenomena should be studied longer than the time period this 

thesis inholds. 

7.1.3 Discussion on the Tivoli Utopia’s performance in  
        conveying the sustainability message  

To support the investigation of the third objective dealing with the sustainability observing 

the playing sessions and the focus group discussion with the BIOS were conducted. As 

mentioned already in 6.4. the Tivoli Utopia as a sustainability messenger there was rather a 

limited amount of observation notions but the focus group discussion with the BIOS instead 

brought both insights and validation. 

 

All together, making and analysing the affinity diagram based on the lense of the third 

objective validated the sustainability literature derived contents of the Tivoli Utopia and 

strengthened the fact that the sustainability is a cross-cutting and well-accepted theme in the 

Tivoli Utopia. 

Solutions for complex wicked problems require understanding about various systems, such 

as ecological, societal, economical and political systems. All these levels are intertwined and 

dependent on the one hand on the economical level and the idea of capitalism that is currently 

running the progress and on the other hand the environment which sets the ultimate limits. 

This was well understood by the players but the means to affect the current economics were 

lacking. The circular or the participatory economies weren’t familiar to the players. One 

possible reasoning is tied to the same reasoning why neither the designers haven’t been 
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achieving greater results but instead just designed greener products (Wood 2007, 100). 

To summarise, the Tivoli Utopias contents, that are in line with the sustainability levels 

described in the literature review, are in a big perspective in line also with the consensus that 

the BIOS has about the state of things. The themes dealing the sustainability are well adopted 

among the players, even if it leads facing harsh circumstances. 

 

 

7.2 Recommendations for practice 
The main results of the study are presented in a form of design drivers that can be applied 

into the design process of a serious game with a sustainable focus. The design drivers are 

describing the users´ needs, goals and motivations. They sum up what the service, in this 

case the Tivoli Utopia experience, should offer to the players (Tuulaniemi 2011, 69). There are 

altogether six design drivers that are based on knowledge risen from the research findings. 

In addition to the design drivers and to serve the design scholars and the practitioners 

driven by the interest towards the games, the futures and the sustainability, I’m presenting 

a practical guideline to inspire and explain how the futures envisioning can be implemented 

in a design process of a serious game. These guidelines are presented in a double diamond 

framework, which is a well-known and -taught method in service design. The Double 

Diamond design process is created by the Design Council and it has become a standardised 

method. One of the benefits is that it is easily applicable to most projects as it follows a 

standard means of working through a project (Design Council, 2018).
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7.2.1 Design drivers for a sustainability related serious game  
 

DESIGN DRIVERS FOR (SERIOUS) GAMIFICATION

1. Emphasise the quality of the experience and make it fun. In order 
to create a positive experience the enjoyment factors shouldn’t be 
compromised. To make the experience deep and meaningful it make sure 
that the playing session is tangible and fun. Build motivation among the 
players	with	game	design	and	gameflow.	Also	the	collaborative	spirit	
between players and the achievement of common goals ought to be 
rewarded. 

2. Concentrate on making the game dynamics and elements fluent. By 
focusing on the memorability of the rules, functionality of the game 
mechanics and objets an enlightening experience can be created. For this 
reason,	test	and	iterate	until	the	game	flow	is	fluent	and	the	players	are	
encouraged to play in a collaborative mindset.  

3. Support the facilitator(s) role to create a motivated and inspirational 
experience. Despite the fact that game elements and rules are guiding 
the players a facilitators are often in an incremental role in educational 
environments. The role of a facilitator needs a strong support to create an 
experience that serves its aims and takes care that the players have an 
insightful playing session. 
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DESIGN DRIVERS FOR FUTURES VISIONING

4. Make it low-threshold and enlightening for the players to vision futures. 
The radical and far-sighted futures visioning is not easy and the players 
might not be used to practice it. For this reason the game itself should be 
inviting and encouraging tool that makes the visioning tangible and easy 
and also rewarding.  

5. Underline the fact that the futures do not just happen but is instead 
something we all can affect on. To exemplify this use utopia as a method 
to create narratives and visions of desirable potential and preposterous 
futures.  
 
 

DESIGN DRIVERS FOR SUSTAINABILITY  

6. Acknowledge the different mindsets towards sustainability.  The players 
acknowledged the relatively crucial state of the planet and the fact that 
the things are getting worse unless rapid actions are taken. This leads to 
a serious atmosphere. So might be in denial mode as some might have a 
climate anxiety.   

7. Emphasise all the levels of sustainability. Wicked problems are interlinked 
and intertwined among all the levels of sustainability: ecological, societal, 
economical and political. These levels are to be equally important as 
together they create the comprehensive system around sustainability. Link 
this	design	driver	to	the	first	one,	because	to	raise	the	collaborative	spirit	
between players is also in the key role in achieving these sustainability 
goals in real life. 
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7.2.2 Practical game design guidelines for design scholars  
        and practitioners

These guidelines are divided in four steps, that are to be seen as, as action research, iterative 

in nature. First, Discover phase, covers the starting point of the project and looking at the 

world, and the design challenge, in a fresh way, noticing novel ideas, thoughts and gathers 

insights. Secondly, Define phase, is all about making sense of all the possibilities identified 

in the previous phase. In this second phase it’s also important to decide what matters 

most and what is feasible. The goal is to develop a clear brief that frames the fundamental 

design challenge. Thirdly, Develop phase is devoted to creating solutions or concepts to be 

prototyped, tested and iterated. Then the last, fourth, Delivery phase is about executing, 

finalising and launching the project (Design Council 2018).

1ST PHASE: DISCOVER

Frame the challenge that is to be focused 
in	the	game	by	identification	of	the	aimed	
instrumental outcomes, i.e. what change 
/ understanding / idea do you want to 
achieve though playing the game? Use the 
foresight work model that consists of two 
steps	relevant	to	the	discovery	phase:	first,	
the analysis of the current academic and 
the	scientific	literature	and	secondly,	the	
interpretation of the insights these studies 
brought (Voros 2017, 5).
 

CONSIDER USING THESE DESIGN TOOLS: 
•  benchmark existing games and solutions 
•		academic	and	scientific	desktop	research 
•  expert interviews and / or focus group  
   discussions 
•  co-design workshops with the design team

2DN PHASE: DEFINE

Define	the	experiential	outcomes	of	the	game.	
Continue with the foresight model by voros 
by completing the third step of it: creating 
a forward view (Voros 2017, 5) in a form of 
a	foresight	scenario(s).	Define	the	aimed	
experiential outcomes e.g. in a form of a list 
or	a	mind	map.	Define	also	the	users	of	the	
game	in	detail	along	with	their	specifications.	
Develop	a	clear	brief	to	yourself	by	defining	
what, for who and why this game is important 
and what it tries to achieve. 
 

CONSIDER USING THESE DESIGN TOOLS:
•  analysis of the desktop research
•		affinity	diagram	based	on	the	analysis
•  key stakeholder mapping
•		player	personas	or	profiles	
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Figure	18.	The	serious	game	design	process.	(This	fi	gure	builds	upon	the	original	illustration	of	the	
double diamond, Designcouncil, 2018. I have added the explanations of the phases.)  

4TH PHASE: DELIVER

Then the last, the fourth, Delivery phase is 
about	executing,	fi	nalising	and	launching	the	
project (Design Council 2018). After the fourth 
phase the game is ready to be launched. After 
launching consider collecting feedback to 
follow the experiential and the instrumental 
outcomes for the next version of the iteration.

CONSIDER USING THESE DESIGN TOOLS:

•  testing and observing with the core 
    audience
•  validation of the workshops with the 
    design team
•  expert validation focus groups 
•		analysing	and	fi	nalising	the	game

1. DISCOVER
research

2. DEFINE
synthesis

3. DEVELOP
ideation

4. DELIVER
implementation

Challenge Solution

IdentiÞcate the 
instrumental
outcomes

DeÞne the 
experiential 
outcomes

Design the 
gameplay and 
game elements

Testing, analysing
and iterating 
the game

3RD PHASE: DEVELOP

Move towards the actual designing of the 
game and develop the gameplay and the 
main mechanics such as the rules and the 
objects, i.e. the cards, table, timer, pawns 
and other essential pieces of your game. 
After this phase you’ll have a working and 
tested prototype.

CONSIDER USING THESE DESIGN TOOLS:

•  ideation and designing the actual game
•  prototype workshops with the design team
•  testing the prototype with the design team 
   and the users 
•		improvement	and	fi	nalising	the	prototype

Re Brief
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7.3 Limitations 

 

 

In this thesis work, there are the limitations in the theory and the empirical research that 

should be avoided in further studies in order to refine the research on the serious games 

and gamification. The theoretical limitations are mainly about understanding the games as 

tools for envisioning the futures. Even if there is widely literature about the gamification, 

the futures studies and a combination of these two accompanied with the case studies of 

the specific games or the gamified artefacts, there seems to be a lack of the theoretical 

publications on the futures visioning or the transformation design oriented games and game 

design. As this is the exact academic discussion that this thesis aims to address and thus, 

because a large number of publications about this topic were not found the discussion about 

how this research managed to contribute to the academic discussion, is left thin. 

In the literature review there was a lack of the educational and the pedagogical theory. For 

further research these ought to be studied more in order to form a more comprehensive 

analysis. 

The empirical limitations are related to the chosen data collection methods, the sample 

sizes and the action research in general. The observation in general was an incremental 

and important part of the whole research as it created the base that was supported by other 

data collection methods. The notable limitations in observing were the minimal amount of 

the sustainability related field notes and the fact that a small database easily ends up with 

distorted findings. In addition to the observation, a focus group discussion also with the 

young could have been a beneficial data gathering tool. 

The limitation of the questionnaires was the small sample size of two. This fact downgraded 

the reliability of the results since they were scaled to represent a wider group of teachers. The 

limitation of the focus group discussion is the loose structure of the discussion, which wasn’t 

been able to be constructed upon the findings of the observations. This was due to the fact 

that the playing sessions with the students and the experts weren’t dated so that the student 

sessions would have been first and the expert sessions after them. 
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7.4 Ethical considerations 
 
 

In this study one of the major ethical challenges was my double role. I have been 

simultaneously the designer of the Tivoli Utopia and also a researcher who investigates how 

the game responds to the research objectives. This raises a question about being bias and 

objective. How a researcher, who has her own agenda, can have an open mind? As the data 

collection in the action research is closely related to the design process (Muratovski 2016, 

195), it is fairly typical for the researcher to collaborate in this participatory activity, in this 

case by taking the role of a facilitator, an observer and a designer (Muratovski 2016, 193). 

The research is done by keeping in mind to be as objective as possible and simultaneously 

acknowledging that it’s not totally possible not to be bias which is natural to an action 

research process and this doesn’t prevent the results to be valuable.

The whole research process is described and conducted in an honest and transparent manner. 

The research followed a pre-planned structure and the data collection methods to ensure the 

reliable research process and the outcome. The participants in the questionnaires and the 

focus group discussions were participating voluntarily and they have been informed about the 

research and its aims. The data gathered was collected and analysed anonymously. This thesis 

doesn’t also handle any confidential data from the participants nor the organizations they 

represent. 
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7.5 Future areas for exploration
The Tivoli Utopia’s third iteration was studied in the practical action research manners where 

the aim is to work in a close collaboration with the participants. The results of studying the 

Tivoli Utopia, its performance as a game, the capabilities to enhance visioning and delivering 

the sustainability message are valid merely only to this specific case. During the research 

process altogether four paths for the future research emerged. 

First, the research could be taken towards the critical action design, where the focus is on the 

practitioners acting together. This said, belonging to a more critical sphere of action research 

the serious game should be in a wider use of groups of people desiring to play it in order to 

find novel ways to transform the whole society into a resilient and sustainable one. In practise 

this would require involving the changemakers of the society: policy makers, activists, 

scientists and sustainability spirited experts. 

Secondly, the instrumental outcomes i.e. the capability to create an impact and a change 

towards a more sustainable and future-oriented mindset is a natural continuation of this 

research. To bring the positive futures thinking and visioning as an incremental part of 

studying and promote an open discussion culture could be studied within a longer timespan 

than the thesis research considered. This would also complement and strengthen the results 

related to my initial research question about how a serious design game can guide the 

envisioning of alternative sustainable futures.

Thirdly, the utopia as a method and a leverage point to address the open discussion culture 

about the various different types of future, from the preferable ones to the potential ones, 

could be a direction of a further research. As also Levitas frames, with utopia as a method we 

can address more effectively the major problems that confront us, i.e. the sustainable futures 

combined to the utopian method (Levitas 2005, 15). More research could be done about 

the games that have the utopia element and an educational role that aims to increase the 

knowledge and motivation towards the sustainable transformation. 
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Fourthly, a serious game that leads to the real-world impacts is an interesting topic to study, 

especially when linked to politics and especially into renewing the way politics are made. 

The futures visioning is also another theme of a further research. This direction of a further 

research is strongly influenced by Mannermaa’s idea about a model where all influential 

political proposals would be placed in a future framework and discussed in public in order 

for all the proposals to have a future context instead of just fulfilling political short-term 

incentives (Mannermaa 1986, 668).
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8. 
Conclusions
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This research has both the theoretical and the practical 
contributions.  
 
First, this thesis has contributions to the academic 
literature of two partly interlinked disciplines: the 
gamified	methods	for	futures	studies.	The	existing	
literature of the futures studies, that dated back to 1960’s  
is well established and comprehensive but the literature 
of the transition design is still rather limited since it’s a 
relatively	new	and	emergent	field	in	the	design	research	
(Irwin et al. 2015, 8). 
 
Secondly, these practical contributions are related to 
the	same	themes	as	the	Tivoli	Utopia	forms	one	specific	
tool for envisioning alternative sustainable futures. It is 
both, a tool for futures studies and the transition design 
practice. The transition design is closely linked in the 
sustainability and it presents that the futures visioning 
ought to be dynamic, grassroots-based, open-ended and 
speculative (Irwin et al. 2015, 5).  
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I see that the visions and even utopias the Tivoli Utopia can bring up are closely linked to 

the transition design. The outcomes of the playing sessions can be considered as the visions 

about alternative sustainable futures that can provide a means that the design interventions 

can then be used for creating a more place-based, ‘cosmopolitan-localism’ lifestyle which 

is in harmony with the nature as the solutions to the global problems are designed to be 

appropriate for the local social and environmental conditions (Ibid, 3).

The design drives formed through the analysis process are concentrated on this specific 

Tivoli Utopia game but the practical guidelines of the game design for the transformation 

presents general viewpoints and themes to consider when designing tools for the sustainable 

transition design. However, this latter point should be more thoroughly studied and more 

research is required. 

What made the Tivoli Utopia an interesting research topic is that it, as games in general, is 

a very flexible and exploratory way to access different types of information. As a combined 

set of game design mechanics and objects the Tivoli Utopia creates a framework that enables 

envisioning positive sustainable futures. But the real value doesn’t come from nicely designed 

artefacts or pieces of a narrative about the possible future but through the discussions and 

understanding that happens through the common experience of the players. 

To summarise, the Tivoli Utopia succeeded in being a potential tool for education and learning 

about alternative sustainable futures. It supports students own imagination in a desired 

way; nudging the thinking from the present time towards the futures and utopias that aren’t 

dependent on today’s laws and restrictions. This in turn, strengthens the feeling that the 

future doesn’t just happen but everyone is capable of influencing our common future. Even, 

the instrumental outcomes and the real transformation into the sustainable future will take 

decades to complete. This transition requires also, in addition to the self-transition, major 

and systemic societal, political and economical changes. Nonetheless, the Tivoli Utopia is 

one of the multiple ways of knowing as the concomitant methods and tools are required for 

making the particular futures more real and alternative futures more legitimate (Inayatullah 

2017, 106). The Tivoli Utopia is a purpose-built and tangible tool to address alternative 

sustainable futures related heavy, complex and frustrating topics like the climate change or 

changing our own values towards the ones that won’t harm the environment in a fun and 

enlightening way.  
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Inayatullah (2017, 106) has listed five benefits of using the gaming in the futures studies. Here 

these benefits are compared to the Tivoli Utopia:

1. Makes the possibility of understanding the futures more likely. 

The Tivoli Utopia succeeds to present the concept of the futures and the utopias in an 

ontological level, i.e. what is the futures research and what is a utopia. This happens 

mainly through the narrative present in the various game design elements.  

2.  Leads to a greater insight. 

This benefit is aimed to be fulfilled if and when the Tivoli Utopia is played accordingly 

and taken seriously. This aim however, is more dependent on the reception of  the players 

when the designers of  the game can only aim for an appealing and a tangible outcome.  

Here it’s worth mentioning, that in order to create a serious game dealing with the 

futures, it should be taken into consideration that in a well-designed serious game the 

players begin to independently engage in the game (Zheng & Gardner 2017, 25).  

3. Allows for the whole brain-body-spirit learning, i.e. all ways of learning are included. 

The Tivoli Utopia aims for the varied ways of learning and interaction over the sustainable 

futures related topics. There are the independent and common decision-making, 

mentoring others, analysing the way others are playing and ideating solutions, again both 

independently and together.  

4. Allows the cognitive faculties to be suspended while a “body” catches up with futures 

information. 

This benefit is left unused with the Tivoli Utopia. 

5. Enhances the possibility of a more robust future. 

This happens by the encouragement to visioning what and how alternative sustainable 

futures could be like.
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APPENDIX 
 
APPENDIX 1.  

Rules of the game 

The game consists of three phases: 

1. Setting the game 

Preparing to the future and filling the future form:

 ● Discuss and decide together in what year you will be playing. A good leap into the future is 

somewhere between 10 to 50 years. Write down the year to your future forms. 

 ● Then everyone will describe independently who you are, how old you are and how are you 

spending most of your time here in Tivoli Utopia. You’re allowed to play as yourself or 

invent a whole new identity. Write down the answers to your future forms. 

 ● Set up your goals in a form of points that are to be collected during the game. As you can 

see, there are four categories: livelihood, social, influencing and environment. Mark 

all together 15 points by circulating the round dotted circles according to your future 

persona’s values and needs. 

 ● Before starting the game, go through a short round and introduce your future selves and 

goals to others. 
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2. Playing the game 

The youngest player can start the game that follows the same structure in every round:

 ● Read out loud the next raffle ticket and follow the instructions. The raffle ticket is always 

valid for one round. 

 ● Each player is given one basic income penny.

 ● Each player, in own turn, can act according to his own goals and choose: 

– to buy a amusement card and enjoy some basic needs filling things that costs one penny  

     or have some awesome fun and choose more expensive amusement cards. 

– go to a work and earn some points but more over some money to be able to have fun in  

    the next round.

 ● After selecting the card, the player reads it out and acts according to the instructions on 

the card. The minute number next to the hourglass tells how long the cardholder has time 

to answer. After the accepted answer, player gets the points to herselves future form and/

or the pennies.

NOTE: Other players will decide whether the answers are accepted.

TIP: Others are welcome to help and join the discussion!

 

3. Ending of the game 

The game ends when one of the players reaches all the goals set in the future form.  

(Or if some other turn stops the game.  Facilite a discussion about hoe the game ended and 

how the experience was in general. 
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APPENDIX 2.  

Observation questions

 

 

In the observing the focus was, in all sessions, in the following themes and questions: 

1. How does the playing session feel from the point of the players? Do the players take it as a 

play, gamified experience workshop-like activity or like a real game? What characterizes 

the experience?

2. How does the game perform in terms of game objects? Open comments to future forms, 

raffle tickets, cards, points, time and pennies. 

3. How does the game perform in terms of game mechanics? Open comments to rules and 

game flow; does the game work better when played in pairs or when played by individuals? 

4. What kind of a word does this game paint from the point of view of sustainability? Does it 

feel credible? Is it tangible and interesting to the designated core audience? 

5. How does the Tivoli Utopias utopia feel like? Is it more like a framework to elaborate 

utopians on or is it a strong narrative that presets things?  

6. How does the future visioning work out? How is the level of ideating aligned with the types 

of alternative futures presented in futures cone? Do players get to challenge their own 

creativity during the game?
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APPENDIX 3.

Questionnaire before the game

1. Do you have experience about future oriented teaching? 

(Linear scale: 1 not at all – 5 a lot2

2. If you answered 3 or more, please describe the experience. 

(Open answer) 

3. Do you have experience about sustainability oriented teaching? 

(Linear scale: 1 not at all – 5 a lot)

4. If you answered 3 or more, please describe the experience. 

(Open answer) 

5. Do you have experience about learning / educational games? 

(Linear scale: 1 not at all – 5 a lot)

6. If you answered 3 or more, please describe the experience. 

(Open answer) 

7. Have you facilitated workshops / lessons  regard to visioning sustainable futures? 

(Yes - no)

8. If you answered yes, please describe what kind workshops / lessons you have facilitated 

(Open answer) 

9. How would you describe your needs and/or motivations for sustainable futures oriented 

teaching materials?  

(Open answer) 

10. How would you describe the organisation’s that you represent (the school) recognition 

about the needs and/or motivations for sustainable futures oriented teaching materials? 

(Open answer) 

11. What kind of value could practical tools for visioning sustainable futures bring to your 

work? (Open answer) 

12. What are your expectations towards the forthcoming Tivoli Utopia game session? 

APPENDIX 5.
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APPENDIX 4.

Questionnaire after the game

1. What school subject(s) are you teaching?  

(Open answer)

2. What was the course topic and age group of the students who played Tivoli Utopia with us? 

(Open answer)

3. What was your first impression about Tivoli Utopia after the playing session? 

(Open answer)

4. How well did the session meat your assumptions about the game? 

(Linear scale: 1 not at all – 5 very well)

5. In your own opinion, what was good or interesting about the game? 

(Open answer)

6. In your own opinion, what should be re-designed or improved in the game? 

(Open answer)

7. How does the Tivoli Utopia perform as an educational game with the group of students we 

played it with?  

(Linear scale: 1 not at all – 5 very well)

8. Is the tone-of-voice / narrative of Tivoli Utopia suitable for the group of students we 

played it with?  

(Linear scale: 1 not at all – 5 very well)

9. Is the game logic of Tivoli Utopia suitable for the group of students we played it with?  

(Linear scale: 1 not at all – 5 very well)

10. How does themes and topics of the Tivoli Utopia match to the themes and topics of the 

curricula of students we played it with?  

(Open answer)

11. How would you describe the Tivoli Utopia game from the pedagogical point of view? 

(Open answer)

12. How would you describe the need for guidance and facilitation of the Tivoli Utopia 

session? 

(Open answer
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13. What are the benefits that educational games in general could bring to teaching? 

(Open answer)

14. What are the benefits that educational games in general could bring to teaching? 

(Open answer)

15. What are the benefits that this specific Tivoli Utopia -game could bring to teaching? 

(Open answer)

16. In addition to a Tivoli Utopia playing session, in what ways do you think the game and it’s 

materials could be used in teaching? 

(Open answer)

APPENDIX 5.  

Focus Group Questions

The focus group interview with Service Designers Network was build on the following 

questions:

1. How was the experience about the Tivoli Utopia discussions game from gamification point 

of view?  

2. With who / what target group would you play this game with? How would you tweak the 

game to fit better for those needs?

3.  From the viewpoint of facilitation and gamification, do you have comments on specific 

game objects or game mechanics? What?
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The focus group interview with Youth Academy was built on the following questions:

1. How does the future visioning work out for the viewpoint of the aimed core audience, 14 - 

20 year old young? 

2. How does the Tivoli Utopias utopia narrative feel like? Is it more like a framework to 

elaborate utopias on or is it just a backgroudstory? 

3. How would you describe the Tivoli Utopia as an envisioning tool in a school context? What 

does it require from the students? What does it require from the teacher / faciitator?  

The focus group interview with BIOS was build on the following questions:

1. How does the Tivoli Utopia meet the current scientific consensus about the sustainability 

related topics? Is there something missing, is there something  to be improved? 

2. How does the Tivoli Utopias utopia feel like? Is it more like a framework to elaborate 

utopians on or is it a strong narrative that presets things? 

3. From the viewpoint of content and sustainable futures, do you have comments on specific 

game objects or game mechanics? What?
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